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1 Introduction
This section introduces the background, research questions, contributions and structure
of the thesis. Subsection 1.1 takes a brief look at information sharing in supply chains
and standards for e-business. This subsection also introduces the key concepts and
motivation of the thesis. Subsection 1.2 presents the two research questions that the five
publications aim to answer. Subsection 1.3 summarizes the contributions of the thesis.
Finally, subsection 1.4 gives the structure of the rest of this thesis.

1.1 Background
Information and communication technologies (ICT) have a significant effect on how
companies do business (Brynjolfsson and Hitt 2000, Gurbaxani and Whang 1991,
Malone et al. 1987). Since the 1980s, supply chain management (SCM) has received the
attention of practitioners and academics. A supply chain is a bidirectional flow of
products, information and money between the initial suppliers and final customers
through different organizations (Cooper et al. 1997). SCM is about planning,
implementing and controlling this flow (Wacker 2004). For example, its goal can be to
improve organizational competitiveness. The supply chain, particularly SCM, contains
different business functions, such as sales, purchases, demand forecasting and resource
management. Supply chain integration is an important part of SCM. It strives to ease the
flow between all organizations in the supply chain (Naylor et al. 1999). Supply chain
integration is fundamentally about information sharing within and between companies.
In this thesis, information sharing mainly refers to the exchange of business documents
in business processes. For example, inaccurate or late information on purchase orders,
demand forecasts or production schedules can lead to inefficiencies in the supply chains.
Supply chain integration attempts to make relevant, accurate and timely information
available to the decision makers (Lee 2000). Companies are increasingly aware of the
strategic importance of supply chain integration because it affects operational
performance (Bagchi et al. 2005).
Since the 1960s, companies have used information systems and electronic exchange of
data with their customers and suppliers (Hayes 2002). First, this development focused
on Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), which is the interorganizational exchange of
business documents in a machine-processable format (Emmelhainz 1990). Next, the
development turned towards electronic commerce (e-commerce), in which companies
utilize ICTs, especially computer-mediated networks, in the selling and buying of
products (Gunasekaran et al. 2002, Laudon and Laudon 2006). E-commerce focuses on
online sales and purchases. There are several models of e-commerce, namely, businessto-business (B2B) e-commerce between companies, business-to-consumer (B2C) ecommerce between companies and consumers, and business-to-government (B2G) ecommerce between companies and government organizations. Now, B2B e-commerce
has widened into electronic business (e-business), in which companies utilize ICTs in
all kinds of business interactions with their business partners (Laudon and Laudon
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2006). E-business does not cover only online sales and purchases but also, for example,
online demand forecasting and resource management. Supply chain integration and ebusiness are interrelated in business interactions. An e-business function, such as online
sales, purchases, demand forecasting or resource management, is a business function in
the supply chain, in which a company shares information with its business partners
through computer-mediated networks, such as value-added networks (VAN) or Internet.
With the rising interest in e-business, the significance of information sharing has grown.
Information systems have a tremendous influence on achieving effective SCM
(Gunasekaran and Ngai 2004). Companies have invested heavily in ICTs, particularly in
enterprise resource planning (ERP), SCM and customer relationship management
(CRM) systems (Falk 2005). For example, the electronic exchange of business
documents can reduce printing and re-keying the data (Emmelhainz 1990). Therefore,
automated business interactions, i.e. business interactions using ICTs, can be quicker
and more accurate than manual business interactions, i.e. business interactions by
meetings, mail, phone calls, faxes or e-mails. There is a large variety of automation
initiatives ranging from simple business interactions between organizational units within
a company to complex business interactions between companies in a supply chain
network. Unfortunately, it is not easy to automate business interactions due to the
differences between any two business partners, as the following examples illustrate:
•

The product quantity unit may mean “pieces” in manufacturing industries but
“hours” in services industries. Similarly, a US company may use “USD” but an EU
company “EUR” in pricing.

•

One company may manage its operations through orders, i.e. make-to-order or
engineer-to-order, and another through inventories, i.e. make-to-stock or make-toassembly. These practices can change depending on the business cycles, which
affect different industries and countries in different magnitudes and phases.

•

A company may have a packaged ERP system, whereas its business partner uses an
in-house ERP system. Similarly, a company may have a SCM but no CRM system,
whereas its business partner uses a CRM but no SCM system.

In the supply chains, the information systems need to work with other internal and
external information systems. There would be fewer problems in supply chain
integration, especially in exchange of business documents in business processes, if all
organizations used similar meanings for terms in the business documents, similar modes
of operations in the business processes and the same messaging interfaces in the
information systems. Companies and their organizational units may establish “islands of
automation”, which means that data cannot flow between their information systems. If
information systems are not interoperable, human intervention is needed to prepare the
input data for the information systems to produce the output data. Although differences
are often inevitable, the lack of interoperability can cause significant costs.
There is a need for developing standards for information systems in SCM (Gunasekaran
and Ngai 2004). One way of facilitating supply chain integration is to apply standards
that enable information sharing between business partners. Standardization can bring
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order into complexity and uncertainty by reducing the variety. Standards have played an
important role in the evolution of ICT (Lyytinen and King 2006). Standards are also
important in the development of e-business. Standardization for e-business happens on
two levels. A data format is a low-level standard that defines the data structures and
data elements in general. An e-business framework is a high-level standard that uses a
data format to specify the data structures, data elements and their purposes in the
business context. The e-business frameworks support interoperability by harmonizing
the meanings for terms and the modes of operations and standardizing the messaging
interfaces. They can enable information sharing with lower implementation and
operating costs. American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Accredited Standards
Committee (ASC) X12 (ANSI 2005) and UN Economic Commission for Europe
(UNECE) EDI for Administration, Commerce and Transportation (EDIFACT) (UNECE
2005) are well-known standards. ASC X12 and EDIFACT are data formats as well as ebusiness frameworks. In this thesis, EDI-based e-business frameworks have been
standardized to utilize the ASC X12 or EDIFACT format. Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML) and Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) have resulted in
Extensible Markup Language (XML) (W3C 2004) that is a data format as well as a
metalanguage for electronic document management and web publishing. Tim Bray, a
co-author of XML, has claimed that “XML is the ASCII of the future”. Tens of ebusiness frameworks, such as XML Common Business Library (xCBL) (Commerce One
2004) and RosettaNet (2004), have been standardized to utilize the XML format.
What motivates this thesis? From the academic viewpoint, there are deficiencies in the
research related to the XML format, e-business frameworks and supply chain
integration. XML-based supply chain integration has not been studied as extensively as
EDI-based supply chain integration (Elgarah et al. 2005). There is a small number of
papers reporting experiences from XML-based supply chain integration (e.g. Chiu and
Chen 2005, Lu et al. 2006, Kotinurmi et al. 2004, Yen et al. 2004). In addition, it can be
difficult to find papers describing standards for e-business (Ngai and Wat 2002) or
studying the adoption of ICT standards (Morell 1994). Despite considerable interest in
e-business and SCM, the literature studies (e.g. Power 2005, Wareham et al. 2005)
reveal gaps in the understanding of the use of e-business frameworks. Economic
analyses of the role of XML in e-business are missing (Kauffman and Walden 2001).
Research on ICT standardization is also lacking (Lyytinen and King 2006). Some papers
deal with the e-business-related adoption or migration (e.g. Zhu et al. 2003, 2006) but
only few papers compare the properties of e-business frameworks (e.g. Medjahed et al.
2003, Shim et al. 2000) or analyze their standardization (e.g. Nelson et al. 2005).
Moreover, many papers regard XML as more efficient than EDI (e.g. Hsieh and Lin
2004, Reimers 2001), whereas the benefits of XML do not outweigh its costs according
to some papers (e.g. Kanakamedala et al. 2003). There are economic arguments both for
(David 1985, Katz and Shapiro 1986) and against (Liebowitz and Margolis 1990, 1995)
an older non-proprietary technology having an advantage over a newer non-proprietary
technology. If this advantage were true, the EDI formats should dominate the XML
format in e-business.
From the practical viewpoint, XML has received significant attention. A number of
standards developing organizations (SDO) and companies have shown great interest in
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XML-based e-business frameworks and supply chain integration. For example,
Microsoft (2002) has developed and Nokia (Auramo et al. 2005) uses an XML-based
integration system. These companies are also involved in the standardization of an
XML-based e-business framework (RosettaNet 2004). Many are convinced that XML
will be “the ASCII of e-business” (Economist 2001). There are a large number of ebusiness frameworks that causes confusion as to which e-business framework should be
supported, if any. It is difficult to know to the extent to which any particular e-business
framework satisfies the needs for supply chain integration. Different e-business
frameworks are not necessarily interoperable. Especially XML-based e-business
frameworks differ from EDI-based e-business frameworks. How the e-business
framework is standardized may also affect the outcome.

1.2 Research questions
The thesis strives to enhance the knowledge of XML format, e-business frameworks and
supply chain integration. This knowledge can be useful for both the researchers of ICT
standards or supply chain integration and the developers and users of e-business
frameworks or integration systems. This thesis aims to evaluate the feasibility of a new
solution, i.e. XML-based e-business frameworks, and its advantages over an old
solution, i.e. EDI-based e-business frameworks, to a problem, i.e. supply chain
integration. The thesis answers two research questions:
1. How do XML and e-business frameworks support supply chain integration? This
requires an overview of experiences from XML-based supply chain integration. An
XML-based integration system should be designed and implemented and its
feasibility should be evaluated within an industrial case. In addition, the purpose of
XML and e-business frameworks should be explained and the basic properties of ebusiness frameworks should be identified. Moreover, it is important to analyze the
relationships between these properties and the standardization of XML-based ebusiness frameworks. The first question is addressed in publications (I), (II) and
(III). Seilonen et al. (2001) and Kotinurmi et al. (2003) also study this question.
2. Compared to EDI-based e-business frameworks, what kind of a role do XML-based
e-business frameworks play in supply chain integration? The benefits and costs of
the XML-based integration system should be compared to the benefits and costs of
an EDI-based integration system within an industrial case. Considering
standardization, the use of the EDI and XML formats in e-business frameworks is
compared. In addition, it is necessary to analyze the use of EDI-based and XMLbased e-business frameworks in companies, their effects among other factors on the
adoption of e-business functions in supply chain integration and factors affecting the
migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business frameworks in supply chain
integration. This second question is addressed in publications (II), (IV) and (V).
Nurmilaakso et al. (2001) also investigate this question.
The thesis stresses the technical aspects of data formats, e-business frameworks and
supply chain integration but does not ignore their business aspects. E-business
frameworks and integration systems are not black boxes; they include technological
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factors. E-business frameworks are not standardized in and integration systems are not
used by black boxes; their standardization and use depends on economic and
organizational factors. Therefore, this thesis is not limited to computer science and
industrial engineering but is also influenced by economics and information systems
science.
The thesis faced three major difficulties. Firstly, there is no consensus over the
definition of e-business, EDI, SCM and supply chain integration (e.g. Ngai and Wat
2002, Tan 2001). This difficulty occurs in the literature-related parts of the thesis.
Secondly, the most appropriate research data are not available for both research
questions. Thirdly, no individual analysis method alone is suited for studying both
research questions. Therefore, qualitative and quantitative analysis methods were
applied. The research data were based on software prototypes, case companies, technical
specifications, historical records and statistics. For these reasons, the content of the
thesis is not as coherent as it might otherwise be.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis makes three empirical contributions. The first contribution is the
identification of the basic properties of XML-based e-business frameworks and their
relationships to standardization. The properties are discussed mostly in publication (I)
and the relationships in publication (III). XML-based e-business frameworks do not
specify only business documents but also business processes and messaging. Moreover,
whether software vendors or users are mainly participants in standardization influences
the properties of the XML-based e-business framework.
The second contribution is based on the development of an XML-based integration
system and its evaluation against an EDI-based integration system. Publication (II) is
among the first academic studies in which an integration system prototype utilizes XML
in business documents and the configuration of business interactions. The benefits and
costs of this prototype and an EDI-based integration system are compared within a real
case. The integration system prototype was extended twice and all three versions of the
prototype satisfied the requirements. This supported the feasibility of XML-based
supply chain integration in the real case. xCBL was used as an e-business framework in
the XML-based integration system prototype and EDIFACT in the EDI-based
integration system. Although xCBL and EDIFACT were similar, XML-based supply
chain integration had advantages over EDI-based supply chain integration in this real
case.
The third contribution is the statistical analyses of the use of EDI-based and XML-based
e-business frameworks and the migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business
frameworks. Publications (IV) and (V) challenge some well-known findings presented
in the literature. There is no significant lock-in to the EDI formats and EDI-based ebusiness frameworks. The use of the EDI formats and XML-based e-business
frameworks has not blocked the adoption of the XML format and XML-based ebusiness frameworks. This is hardly possible if the XML format and XML-based ebusiness frameworks have no advantages over the EDI formats and EDI-based e-
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business frameworks. Technological factors mainly affect the adoption of e-business
functions. XML-based e-business frameworks facilitate even more this adoption than
EDI-based e-business frameworks. Organizational factors play a primary role in the
migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business frameworks. The number of ebusiness functions facilitates and the VAN usage does not inhibit this migration.

1.4 Structure
Section 2 provides an introduction to SCM, supply chain integration, data formats and
e-business frameworks. It also covers the literature on standards, standardization and
experiences from EDI-based and XML-based supply chain integration. This section is
mainly based on publication (I). In addition, subsection 2.1 is based on publication (V),
subsections 2.2 publications (III) and (IV) and subsection 2.3 on publications (III), (IV)
and (V). Section 3 addresses the results of the thesis. Subsection 3.1 reports the
implementation of an XML-based integration system prototype as well as its evaluation
in an industrial case (II). Subsection 3.2 deals with the properties and standardization of
XML-based e-business frameworks (III). Subsection 3.3 compares the use of EDI and
XML formats in e-business frameworks and the use of these e-business frameworks in
companies (IV). Subsection 3.4 explores the adoption of e-business functions and the
migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business frameworks in supply chain
integration (V). Section 4 assesses the validity and reliability of the results, compares
these results with previous research and proposes research ideas for further research.
Section 5 concludes the thesis.
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2 Review
This section introduces XML, e-business frameworks and supply chain integration.
Without information sharing within and between companies, a supply chain can be in
serious problems. Supply chain integration is a necessary rather than a sufficient
requirement for efficient SCM. Although data formats facilitate information sharing, ebusiness frameworks are often needed. This section starts from the problem domain,
proceeds through the solution domains and ends with the related literature. Subsection
2.1 discusses SCM and supply chain integration. Subsection 2.2 provides an
introduction to the ASC X12, EDIFACT and XML formats. It also defines and discusses
e-business frameworks, their purpose and basic properties (I). This is one of the results
of the thesis. Subsection 2.3 reviews the literature and discusses the obvious limitations
of this literature. The focus is directed to the most notable theoretical and empirical
findings on standards, standardization and XML-based e-business frameworks as well as
experiences from EDI-based and XML-based supply chain integration.

2.1 Supply chains
2.1.1 Supply chain management
Before products can flow from the initial suppliers to the final customers and money
from the final customers to the initial suppliers, the business partners have to share
information. The business partners are not only different companies. They are often
different organizational units within the same company. Figure 1 indicates how a
bidirectional flow of information, products and money is related to the external and
internal supply chain.
Information

Information

Products

Products

Money
Supplier’s
supplier

Money
External or
internal supplier

Company or
organizational unit

External or
internal customer

Customer’s
customer

Figure 1: A bidirectional flow of information, products and money
A supply chain is closely related to Porter’s (1985) idea of a value chain that is based on
the process view of organizations. According to the value chain, an organization can be
seen as a system that is made up of subsystems, each with inputs, transformation
processes and outputs. Without a loss of generality, the supply chain is a bidirectional
flow of products, information and money between the initial suppliers and final
customers through different organizations. These organizations can be autonomous
companies, subsidiary companies and identifiable organizational units.
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The term SCM is not unambiguous but it is a more comprehensive concept than
logistics (Cooper et al. 1997). In addition, the terms value chain management (Porter
1985) and demand chain management (Frohlich and Westbrook 2002) have been used in
a similar context to SCM. According to Lambert et al. (1998), SCM is defined as the
integration of key business processes from an end user through original suppliers that
provides products, services and information and add value for customers and other
stakeholders. Simchi-Levi et al. (2000) state that SCM is a set of approaches utilized to
effectively integrate suppliers, manufacturers, warehouses and stores so that
merchandise is produced and distributed in the right quantities, to the right locations and
at the right time to minimize total system cost subject to satisfying service requirements.
Tan (2001) argues that three distinct descriptions of SCM dominate in the literature and
overlap in some cases. Firstly, SCM may be used to describe the purchasing and supply
activities of the manufacturers. Secondly, it may be used to describe the transportation
and logistics activities of the wholesalers and retailers. Thirdly, SCM may be used to
describe all the value-adding activities from the raw materials extractors to the end
users. Wacker (2004) has developed a formal conceptual definition of SCM for
academic empirical research. According to this definition, SCM means the plan, control
and implementation of the movement of goods and services from the initial suppliers to
final customers to increase all organizations’ market competitiveness. If a researcher is
interested in studying the information used in the supply chain, SCM could be defined
as the plan, control and implementation of the information used for the movement of
goods and services from the initial suppliers to final customers to increase all
organizations’ market competitiveness.
In this thesis, SCM means the planning, implementation and control of the flow of
products, information and money to improve the efficiency of all organizations in the
supply chain. Its purpose is to increase the value added and to improve the cost
efficiency by getting the right product, at the right price, in the right quantity, to the right
place and at the right time. This demands the quick assignment of resources and
accurate synchronization of activities in the supply chain. The more detailed content of
SCM is evident from the Supply Chain Operations Reference (SCOR) model (SCC
2005). This model links the process elements, metrics, best practice and features
associated with the supply chain. The SCOR model in Figure 2 describes five SCM
processes.

Source
Supplier’s
supplier

Plan

Return

Plan

Return

Plan

Make

Deliver Source

Make

Deliver Source

Make

External or
internal supplier

Company or
organizational unit

Deliver

External or
internal customer

Customer’s
customer

Figure 2: SCM processes
•

The plan process consists of business functions that balance aggregated demand and
supply. For example, this process covers the demand forecasting function to send
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strategic forecasts to suppliers and the resource management function to receive
inventory reports from customers.
•

The source process contains business functions to procure products that meet the
planned or actual demand. For example, this process includes the purchases function
to send purchase orders to suppliers.

•

The make process includes business functions that transform products to a finished
state to meet the planned or actual demand. For example, this process can contain
the product design function to exchange engineering changes with customers or
suppliers. Although product development has not been traditionally associated with
SCM, the supply chain includes product development (Lee 2000, Tan et al. 2000).

•

The deliver process consists of business functions to provide finished products that
meet the planned or actual demand. For example, this process contains the sales
function to send purchase order responses to customers.

•

The return process deals with managing a reverse flow of materials and information
related to defective, surplus, maintenance, repair or operating products.

Why is SCM important? Jansson et al. (2001) emphasize three reasons:
•

Internationalized companies: Globalization has led to a situation in which
companies, even small and medium-sized enterprises (SME), have subsidiary
companies in different countries. Since operations often take place over a
geographically wide area, there is a need to economize production and distribution.

•

Complex products: Products have become complex and a single company alone does
not have the necessary resources to realize them. Since the development of resources
from scratch may take a lot of time and effort, the best choice may be to utilize the
existing resources of other companies. In addition, although a product is not
complex, it may have to be customized.

•

Changing markets: Rapid technological development has resulted in shortening
product life cycles. Since profitable opportunities come and go quickly, the market is
saturated quickly and new products have to be brought into the market frequently.
Therefore, the needs and abilities of different business partners have to be found and
matched quickly.

SCM has the potential to have a considerable effect on efficiency. In the worst case, its
failure leads to a redistribution of costs and revenues that creates no new value added. In
the best case, SCM reduces the response time, i.e. the time when the customer places an
order and receives an ordered product, the inventory level and the lead time, i.e. the sum
of the working time to convert semi-finished products into finished products and the
waiting time at the buffers (Jansson et al. 2001). SCM can also improve capacity
utilization. A short response time increases customer satisfaction, which improves
competitiveness. A low inventory level reduces the working capital costs and the risk of
obsolescence, which improves profitability. Although competitiveness and profitability
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are not mutually exclusive, a higher inventory level can enable a shorter response time,
whereas a longer response time can support a lower inventory level. A short lead time
opens up a way to improve both competitiveness and profitability but it requires
efficient capacity utilization. On one hand, if overutilization of capacity is possible, it
can strengthen competitiveness in the short term. However, overutilization wears out
capacity quickly, which weakens competitiveness in the long run. On the other hand,
underutilization of capacity erodes profitability because idle capacity generates costs but
no revenues. Although these costs are balanced against the revenues, adjustment of
capacity may take time and be costly. To improve capacity utilization, the company
should be capable of selling its own capacity to other companies when possible and of
buying capacity from other companies when needed. This kind of “capacity sharing”
supports a short lead time, which in turn enables a low inventory level and a short
response time.

2.1.2 Supply chain integration
The term integration has many different definitions in information systems and SCM.
Goodhue et al. (1992) conclude that data integration means the standardization of data
through the use of common data definitions and structures as well as rules for updating
data values. Data integration ensures that data have the same meaning and use across
time and users, making the data in different systems consistent. Hasselbring (2000)
studies information systems integration in three layers. In the interorganizational
processes layer, business process re-engineering aims at continuously improving
business processes that cut through the traditional organization structures. In the
enterprise application integration (EAI) layer, standardization of message formats and
content plays an important role because applications need to understand the data
provided by other applications. The concrete syntax and the semantics of standardized
messages must be defined for interoperability between applications. In the middleware
integration layer, the techniques for building componentized information systems are
employed. The borderline between middleware integration and EAI is not always
precise. Middleware integration addresses the syntactic level, whereas EAI also
addresses the semantic level. Goldfarb and Prescod (2002) present four approaches to
integration. In traditional commerce, each customer and supplier may be automated
internally. These customers and suppliers connect their systems by manual processes,
such as mail, fax and phone calls. Through a web storefront, the customers can view a
supplier’s catalog of goods and services and place orders directly into a supplier’s
system. Nothing is necessarily automated on the customer’s side. With an e-commerce
portal, the customers go to the portal to view the supplier’s catalogs and place orders.
Suppliers also go to the same portal to view and respond to the orders. In integrated ecommerce, the systems of different companies exchange information directly, which
eliminates manual processes. Gulledge (2006) expresses that EAI is the sharing of data
and business process logic between multiple systems using a form of middleware. The
middleware moves information in and out of multiple systems using pre-engineered
connectors. Respectively, B2B integration is the sharing of data but not business process
logic through agreed implementation conventions. B2B integration is used to pass
information to customers and suppliers.
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Trent and Monczka (1998) suggest that there are two interrelated forms of integration in
the supply chain. The first type of integration involves the forward coordination of the
physical flow from suppliers to customers and the second type of integration the
backward coordination of the information flow from customers to suppliers. The
forward coordination can be realized by just-in-time management and mass
customization, whereas the backward coordination is based on the utilization of ICTs,
such as electronic exchange of data. Naylor et al. (1999) state that supply chain
integration aims to remove boundaries between organizations by simplifying,
streamlining and optimizing the information and physical flows to reduce waste,
including time. According to Lee (2000), supply chain integration has three key
dimensions that are information integration, coordination and organizational linkage.
Information integration refers to the sharing of information and knowledge among the
supply chain members. Information integration is the foundation for broader supply
chain integration because few gains can be made in overall supply chain integration
without information integration. Coordination refers to the redeployment of decision
rights, work and resources to the best-positioned supply chain member. In addition,
supply chain partners need to define and maintain their channels of communication,
specify and monitor performance measures and develop mechanisms, assuring that the
associated risks and gains of integration efforts are equitably shared. Frohlich and
Westbrook (2002) conclude that demand integration refers to common practices with
the customers, such as demand information and inventory visibility, and supply
integration to common practices with the suppliers.
In this thesis, supply chain integration is about information sharing between business
partners. This information sharing takes the form of exchanging business documents in
business processes when these business partners are different companies or different
organizational units within the same company. Supply chain integration can be
categorized in the following way:
•

In manual business interactions, information sharing takes place by meetings, mail,
phone calls, faxes or e-mails. Therefore, human intervention is necessary.

•

In semi-automated business interactions, information systems perform information
sharing at one end. At the other end, human intervention is necessary (e.g. by a web
browser).

•

In fully automated business interactions, information sharing happens directly
between information systems (e.g. through integration systems). No or minimal
human intervention is needed.

Automated business interactions require that the business partners’ information systems
are interoperable. To achieve this, it is often necessary that the business partner
integrates its applications from different software vendors and in-house systems with
packaged applications.
Why is supply chain integration important? Since companies and their organizational
units have private information often not shared with business partners, asymmetric
information is inherent in supply chains. The bullwhip effect is perhaps the most
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important problem encountered in the supply chain. It happens when the information
about the final customers’ demand for any product becomes increasingly distorted as it
moves toward the initial suppliers in the supply chain (Lee et al. 1997). These
distortions cause inaccurate demand forecasts, inefficient resource management and,
therefore, high costs and long delays. Reducing the bullwhip effect requires supply
chain integration. Moreover, extensive supply chain integration is required to efficiently
handle the increased degree of complexity and uncertainty. In all, supply chain
integration is a fundamental part of SCM because decision-making is difficult without
the relevant information. A short response time requires timely and accurate information
sharing with customers, a low inventory level with suppliers and a short lead time and
efficient capacity utilization with all business partners. Therefore, supply chain
integration is a necessary rather than a sufficient requirement for efficient SCM.

2.2 Data formats and e-business frameworks
2.2.1 ASC X12, EDIFACT and XML formats
In 1968, Transportation Data Coordinating Committee (TDCC) was formed to
standardize the electronic exchange of data for all the transportation industries in the
US. In 1979, ANSI continued this work and started to develop ASC X12. The first
version of ASC X12 was released in 1982. Based on the recommendations of a joint
European-North American committee, UNECE engaged the development of EDIFACT
in 1986. International Organization for Standardization (ISO) approved EDIFACT as an
international standard in 1987. In 1992, ANSI announced that the development of ASC
X12 would be abolished by 1997. However, many companies in North America that had
invested in ASC X12 saw no benefit in switching over to EDIFACT. It became clear
that the development of both ASC X12 and EDIFACT will continue for an
unforeseeable future. Data in the ASC X12 or EDIFACT format are represented as EDI
messages that are formed of segments. Figure 4 represents the ASC X12 standards
version 4 and the EDIFACT syntax version 4 in Extended Backus-Naur Form (EBNF),
which is a formal notation to describe the syntax of languages (Aho et al. 1986).
Interchange ::= InterchangeHeader (Group+ | Message+) InterchangeTrailer
Group ::= GroupHeader Message+ GroupTrailer
Message ::= MessageHeader Segment+ MessageTrailer
Segment ::= Code (ESeparator Repetition)+ Terminator
Repetition ::= Composite (RSeperator Composite)*
Composite ::= Simple (CSeparator Simple)*
Simple ::= Data?

Figure 3: The basic grammar of the ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats
The EDI formats can be illustrated with the following example concerning a purchase
order document. According to this purchase order, a delivery is wanted to be shipped to
the end user “SoberIT” in the organization “TKK”, which has the street address
“Tekniikantie 14” and the postal code “02150” in the city of “Espoo” in the country of
Finland. Figure 4 represents this information in the ASC X12 format and Figure 5 in the
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EDIFACT format. ASC X12 specifies the segment codes “N1”, “N2” etc…, EDIFACT
the segment code “NAD” and both e-business frameworks the element values “ST” and
“FI”.
N1*ST*TKK~
N2*SoberIT~
N3*Tekniikantie 14~
N4*Espoo**02150*FI~

Figure 4: An excerpt from an ASC X12 850 Purchase Order document
NAD+ST++TKK+SoberIT+Tekniikantie 14+Espoo++02150+FI'

Figure 5: An excerpt from an EDIFACT ORDERS document
In 1969, IBM started to develop Generalized Markup Language (GML) to be used to
manage industrial documents. ANSI became interested in GML and started the
development of SGML for electronic document management. ISO approved SGML as
an international standard in 1986. HTML, which is perhaps the most important use of
SGML, was developed for web publishing at CERN. In 1995, Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) standardized HTML. In 1996, W3C established a committee to develop a
standard that would not be as complex as SGML and as fixed as HTML. As a result of
this work, W3C published XML in 1998. Data in the XML format are represented as an
XML document that is formed of elements. Figure 6 represents the XML
recommendation 1.0 in EBNF.
Document ::= Declaration Element Miscellaneous*
Element ::= EmptyTag | StartTag Content EndTag
EmptyTag ::= “<” Name (Space Attribute)* Space? “/>”
StartTag ::= “<” Name (Space Attribute)* Space? “>”
Content ::= CData? (Element CData?)*
EndTag ::= “</” Name Space? “>”
Attribute ::= Name Space? “=” Space? Value
Value ::= “'” VData? “'” | “"” VData? “"”

Figure 6: The basic grammar of the XML format
Figure 7 represents a purchase order example in the XML format. RosettaNet Partner
Interface Process (PIP) specifies the element names “shipTo”, “BusinessDescription”
etc…, the element contents “End User” and “FI”, the attribute name “xml:lang” and the
attribute value “FI”.
There is a large number of XML technologies available (W3C 2005). Considering
supply chain integration, three basic XML technologies are interesting. Document Type
Definition (DTD), which originates from SGML, specifies the structure of the XML
documents. XML Schema Definition (XSD), an XML-based language, offers more
capabilities of specifying the structure of the XML documents. Extensible Stylesheet
Language Transformations (XSLT) is an XML language for transforming XML
documents into other XML documents.
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<shipTo>
<BusinessDescription>
<businessName>
<FreeFormText xml:lang="FI">TKK</FreeFormText>
</businessName>
<PartnerBusinessIdentification>
<ProprietaryDomainIdentifier>SoberIT</ProprietaryDomainIdentifier>
<ProprietaryIdentifierAuthority>TKK</ProprietaryIdentifierAuthority>
<PartnerBusinessIdentification>
</BusinessDescription>
<GlobalPartnerClassificationCode>End User</GlobalPartnerClassificationCode>
<PhysicalLocation>
<PhysicalAddress>
<addressLine1>
<FreeFormText xml:lang="FI">Tekniikantie 14</FreeFormText>
</addressLine1>
<cityName>
<FreeFormText xml:lang="FI">Espoo</FreeFormText>
</cityName>
<GlobalCountryCode>FI</GlobalCountryCode>
<NationalPostalCode>02150</NationalPostalCode>
</PhysicalAddress>
</PhysicalLocation>
</shipTo>

Figure 7: An excerpt from a RosettaNet PIP 3A4 Purchase Order Request document

2.2.2 Basic properties of e-business frameworks
As the late 1990s saw the emergence of standards for e-business, there are a number of
papers discussing such standards with different terms. Shim et al. (2000) call these
standards B2B frameworks, Li (2000) industrial standards for e-commerce, Zhao and
Sandahl (2000) frameworks for Internet commerce, Gosain et al. (2003) B2B interface
specifications and Medjahed et al. (2003) B2B interaction standards. The term
XML/EDI is also used (e.g. Hsieh and Lin 2004).
What are the standards for e-business? This is not a simple question because the
promoters of the standards for e-business characterize their standards in different ways.
xCBL (Commerce One 2004) “is a set of XML building blocks and a document
framework that allows the creation of robust, reusable, XML documents for ecommerce”. RosettaNet (2004) is “a robust nonproprietary solution, encompassing data
dictionaries, implementation framework, and XML-based business message schemas
and process specifications, for e-business standardization”. Electronic Business XML
(ebXML) (OASIS 2004b) “is a modular suite of specifications that enables enterprises
of any size and in any geographical location to conduct business over the Internet”.
Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) (OASIS 2004a) focuses on “specifying
the common concepts for a business process execution language”.
In order to operate across organizational boundaries, business partners must have a
shared understanding of their ways of doing business. To automate business
interactions, their information systems must be capable of processing and
communicating data. Business partners involved have to know what information should
be shared, when and how. Interoperability of business documents, business processes
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and messaging concern the questions and answers necessary in information sharing. An
e-business framework is a standard for information sharing within and between
companies. It answers or provides the means to answer the questions of what, when or
how. E-business frameworks cover the business and technical aspects of business
documents, business processes and messaging. They often combine other standards,
specifications and classifications. The interoperability issues outline the basic properties
of the e-business framework:
•

Business document issues relate to what information should be shared between the
business partners. In business document issues, the e-business framework defines or
provides means to define the structures and elements of the business documents as
well as the meanings for terms used in these documents. For example, if a customer
sends a purchase order to a supplier, this business document includes the customer’s
and the supplier’s name and address, the product name and ordered quantity.

•

Business process issues relate to when information should be shared between the
business partners. In business process issues, the e-business framework defines or
provides means to define the business partners’ roles, in which order to exchange the
business documents as interactions or to handle information of the business
documents as actions in the business processes. For example, if a supplier has
received a purchase order from a customer, the supplier must send a purchase order
response to the customer in the order management process. There are different levels
in defining the business processes. At the rough level, the focus is directed towards
roles and interactions, whereas actions are also taken into account at the detailed
level.

•

Messaging issues relate to how information should be shared between the business
partners. In messaging issues, the e-business framework defines how business
documents are exchanged. Messaging issues specify the envelope to package a
business document in the message as well as the structure and elements used in a
header of the message. The e-business framework also defines the transport, packing
and security standards to be used. In addition, messaging issues include the basic
requirements of exception handling. For example, if a customer and a supplier
exchange purchase orders and purchase order responses, they use Hypertext Transfer
Protocol (HTTP) as the transport standard, Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
(MIME) as the packing standard and Security Multiparts for MIME (S/MIME) as
the security standard in the exchange of these business documents in the order
management process.

The e-business framework always has a particular target. The cross-industry e-business
framework aims to cover all industries, whereas the industry-specific e-business
framework focuses on one or a few industries. The cross-industry-document e-business
framework uses a data format in business documents, whereas the cross-industryprocess e-business framework utilizes a data format as a means to specifying public
business processes, i.e. business processes between companies, or private business
processes, i.e. business processes within a company. In comparison, the industry-
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specific e-business framework uses a data format in the business documents but it does
not provide new means to specify the business processes.

2.2.3 Data formats in e-business frameworks
Since many e-business frameworks utilize the ASC X12, EDIFACT or XML format,
this raises the question of the division of labor between the data formats and e-business
frameworks. The syntactic and semantic interpretations (Russell and Norvig 1995) are
necessary in understanding the business documents. The syntactic interpretation is
divided into lexical and syntactic analyses and the semantic interpretation into semantic
and pragmatic analyses:
1. Lexical analysis scans the characters of the business document and produces tokens
according to the lexicon that defines the acceptable combinations of characters in the
language. Since the EDI formats do not define all segment codes and element
values, an EDI-based e-business framework is necessary. The XML format does not
define element names, attribute names, element contents and attribute values. An
XML-based e-business framework utilizes DTD or XSD to specify the elements and
attributes.
2. Syntactic analysis obtains the tokens and generates a tree of symbols according to
the grammar that defines the structure of the language. If the meanings for the
symbols are independent of this structure, a data format is enough. Otherwise, the
EDI-based e-business framework needs to define the number and position of each
segment and element in the EDI message and the XML-based e-business framework
uses DTD or XSD to specify the number and position of each element and attribute
in the XML document.
3. Semantic analysis recognizes what the symbols denote and associates the alternative
meanings to the symbols in the tree. Data formats alone cannot help if the symbol is
ambiguous or non-descriptive. The e-business framework defines the relevant
meanings for each symbol.
4. Pragmatic analysis interprets the symbols in the prevailing context. For each
symbol, the most suitable meaning is chosen from the alternative ones, taking into
account other symbols and their alternative meanings. Since data formats are
context-free languages, their assistance is incomplete in this choice. The e-business
framework should guide the choice of the meaning. However, if the knowledge
related to this choice cannot be explicated, it is difficult to record this knowledge in
the e-business framework.
Comparing EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks, ASC X12 and
EDIFACT comprise a starting point for many other EDI-based e-business frameworks.
ASC X12 and EDIFACT offer a number of generalized message types, from which each
SDO can tailor subsets suitable for its specific requirements only by replacing the
conditional segments and elements with new appropriate qualifiers. An important
characteristic is that each subset must keep the same overall data structure for the
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message type to which the subset belongs. In comparison, some XML-based e-business
frameworks use the XML format in business processes and messaging. The role of the
XML format is not as self-evident in business processes as it is in business documents.
The cross-industry-document and industry-specific e-business frameworks can define
business processes using diagrams and verbal descriptions. The cross-industry-process
e-business frameworks use the XML format to represent a business process in a
machine-executable format. With regard to messaging issues, the e-business framework
may use the XML format in the headers, which contain data to route the message and to
process its content and attachments. The content is always a business document. Other
uses of the XML format depends on standards referred to by the e-business framework.
In summary, the data format is necessary in the syntactic interpretation but insufficient
in the semantic interpretation. The e-business framework limits the syntax but extends
the semantics of the data format in the business context.

2.3 Related literature
2.3.1 Standards and standardization
Although standardization is not an unusual subject in the literature, only few papers
seem to deal with ICT standardization at the general level (Lyytinen and King 2006).
One conclusion is that the user’s role has been less important in standardization than the
vendor’s role. Jakobs et al. (1998) point out that companies with different cultural
backgrounds are likely to have very heterogeneous needs and requirements, as they
represent their own interests instead of those of “general” users. Jakobs (2002) suggests
that standardization takes place in markets and committees. Moreover, users appear to
be adopting technology assuming that it represents the “real” standard because it is the
most widely adopted technology. Many users are less motivated than the vendors to go
to any length to influence standardization because tailor-made solutions hold the
promise of faster solutions to the user’s current problems.
The economics of standards emphasizes network externalities and path dependences.
Network externality refers to a change in the value that a user derives from technology
when the number of other users of the same kind of technology changes (Katz and
Shapiro 1985). Direct network externalities are generated through the physical effect of
the number of users of the same technology. For example, the benefit that an agent
derives from purchasing a telephone depends on the number of other agents that have
the telephone. Indirect network externalities occur when the number of users of a
particular technology has an effect on the availability of complementary technologies.
For example, an agent purchasing a computer will be concerned about the number of
other agents purchasing a similar computer because the benefit of the computer depends
on the number of computer programs that will be affected by the number of these
computers. Liebowitz and Margolis (1994) argue that network externalities are often
effects rather than externalities. Many direct network externalities can be internalized
through ownership. Indirect network externalities generally do not impose welfare
losses that should be internalized. Path dependence means that history matters because
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one equilibrium is chosen from multiple equilibria by interacting with economic forces
and random events (Arthur 1989). When technologies compete for users, insignificant
events may give one technology an advantage by a change so that this technology
improves more than other technologies and induces a larger number of users. According
to Liebowitz and Margolis (1995), knowledge of initial conditions does not tell much
about the eventual path over time. A chosen path is not necessarily uniquely optimal,
although a shift from the current path to the others’ optimal path is costly. A path can
also be optimal when a choice was made but not necessarily optimal in retrospect.
Finally, inefficiencies are often remediable.
Farrell and Saloner (1985) point out that the adoption of a standard is always efficient
when the users are certain about other users’ benefits from its adoption, although they
have different preferences for the standard. However, an inferior standard may prevail or
be chosen if the users are uncertain about other users’ benefits. According to Katz and
Shapiro (1986), there is a bias toward non-standardization of non-proprietary
technologies when standardization would be optimal. If standardization occurs, the nonproprietary technology that initially is superior has an advantage, although it is not the
optimal one. For non-proprietary and proprietary technologies, there is still a bias
toward non-standardization. If standardization occurs, the proprietary technology has an
advantage. Standardization of the proprietary technology may occur when nonstandardization would be optimal. If there are proprietary technologies, standardization
always occurs. The proprietary technology that later is superior has an advantage,
although it is not the optimal one. Farrell and Saloner (1986) conclude that markets are
faster but committees cause fewer errors in standardization. Although the value of speed
is taken into account, committees are still more efficient than markets. However, hybrids
of committees and markets are even more efficient than committees. Shapiro and Varian
(1999) suggest that positive feedback works for large networks and against small
networks, expectation management is crucial to build positive feedback and formal
settings are now being used to develop more standards than ever before. In addition,
introducing new products faces one trade-off between performance and compatibility
and another between openness and control, although it is important to retain limited
control over the technology even when establishing an open standard.
The economics of standards uses a small number of empirical examples to motivate the
problems examined at the theoretical level. In the most well-known example, David
(1985) argues that the QWERTY keyboard layout, which was patented in 1868 by
Christopher L. Sholes and became the prevailing keyboard layout early, is inferior,
given current needs. This keyboard was designed to minimize key sticking in
typewriters, whereas computer keyboards cannot stick. In addition to QWERTY, a
superior alternative, Dvorak Simplified Keyboard (DSK) layout, exists and its benefits
outweigh the switching costs. This implies that there is a lock-in to an inferior
alternative. Liebowitz and Margolis (1990) argue that the superiority of DSK layout has
never been firmly established. They note that classic tests of DSK layout are
inconclusive and possibly influenced by August Dvorak who patented this keyboard
layout in 1932.
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In all, standardization may fail in many different ways. Although a superior standard
exists, an inferior standard may be chosen. A standard may be adopted too quickly or
too slowly. There may also be no standard or too many standards. This is a paradox
because if too many “nominal” standards coexist, no “real” standard exists.

2.3.2 EDI-based supply chain integration
The literature provides a very large number of papers on EDI-based supply chain
integration (Elgarah et al. 2005). Table 1 summarizes statistical EDI studies.
Table 1: Statistical EDI studies
Reference
Carter and
Fredendall
(1990)

Premkumar et
al. (1994)

Premkumar
and
Ramamurthy
(1995)
Ramamurthy
and
Premkumar
(1995)
Mackay and
Rosier (1996)
Bergeron and
Raymond
(1997)

Premkumar et
al. (1997)
Prosser and
Nickl (1997)
Ramamurthy
et al. (1999)
Chwelos et al.
(2001)
Iskander et al.
(2001)

Findings
The greatest cost savings resulted from paper-work costs, lead-time reductions, datainput errors and inventory reductions, not personnel reductions or new hire
avoidance. After EDI implementation, a purchasing professional spent significantly
less time performing routine clerical activities and more time performing
professional and managerial activities.
Relative advantage, costs and technical compatibility are the major predictors of EDI
adoption. Relative advantage and duration are important predictors of internal EDI
diffusion, whereas technical compatibility and duration are important predictors of
external EDI diffusion. Finally, technical and organization compatibility and costs
are the major predictors of EDI implementation success.
Competitive pressure and exercised power as well as internal need and top
management support are important variables to differentiate companies with
proactive mode from companies with reactive mode. Proactive companies have a
greater degree of adoption, more external connectivity with trading partners and
better EDI integration in their applications.
The company’s EDI compatibility with its technology and work practices as well as
the advantages obtained through being an early adopter are key determinants of
internal and external EDI diffusion. Scope for EDI within the company’s task
environment is also a key determinant of internal EDI diffusion.
The number of employees and annual turnover has an important direct effect on EDI
benefits.
The organizational support and control procedures maintain and the implementation
process and imposition lose their importance with time. Imposing EDI is associated
with lower EDI advantages in the short run but it does not have such an effect in the
long run. The level of EDI advantages increases with time, especially information
quality.
The firm size, competitive pressure, customer support and top management support
affect positively EDI adoption.
Compared to company-specific EDI, generic EDI reduces asset-specificity and
makes additional business partners available but its use alone does not reduce mutual
dependence.
External EDI integration is important to both operational and market performance
and internal EDI integration to operational performance.
The competitive advantage and enacted trading partner power contribute positively
to the intent to adopt EDI. Industry pressure is not influential in motivating
companies to adopt EDI.
The higher the frequency of transactions and the higher the percentage of sales to a
customer the more likely a supplier is to adopt EDI. Pressure from the customers
seems to be the most significant reason for the suppliers to adopt EDI. The factors
affecting EDI adoption are different from the factors affecting EDI success.
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Kuan and
Chau (2001)

Carr and
Smeltzer
(2002)

Hill and
Scudder
(2002)
Sriram et al.
(2002)

Kaefer and
Bendoly
(2004)
Soliman and
Janz (2004)

EDI adopters perceive direct benefits from EDI to be higher than non-EDI adopters.
However, they perceive indirect benefits in the same way. EDI adopters also
perceive lower financial costs, higher technical competence, higher government
pressure and lower industry pressure than non-EDI adopters.
The increased use of EDI connections may result in a decrease in the frequency of
face-to-face communication between the customers and suppliers. Other direct
computer-to-computer connections can cause face-to-face communication to be more
efficient if minor issues are resolved through electronic communication before faceto-face communication. In addition, other direct computer-to-computer connections
are to some extent related to the richness of information shared between the
customers and suppliers.
Companies view EDI as a tool for improving efficiencies rather than as a tool for
facilitating supply chain integration. Companies also tend to be much more
accommodating of the desires of their customers than of their suppliers.
Larger companies in terms of sales and customer-initiated EDI users recognize both
strategic and operational benefits arising from EDI in greater proportions than
smaller and voluntary EDI users. EDI users from the manufacturing and services
industries recognize these strategic and operational benefits in the same way.
There is a strong support for the view that a higher compatibility with non-EDI
technologies among business partners produces greater transactional efficiencies but
only a weak support for EDI technologies.
EDI over the Internet and EDI over the VANs are similar in terms of pressure from
business partners and competition. There are differences in terms of costs and
complexity. Taking these factors into consideration, companies favor EDI over the
Internet.

Of statistical EDI studies, seven studies deserve special attention. Venkatraman and
Zaheer (1990) have studied the effects of EDI on performance of an insurance carrier
with respect to about 70 EDI agents and 70 matched non-EDI agents. The EDI agents
reported increases in total written premiums, commissions and number of polices in
force after EDI implementation. However, they had significantly larger increases only in
new business policies than the non-EDI agents. Mukhopadhyay and Kekre (2002) have
analyzed strategic and operational benefits of a tool supplier from EDI. For part of
strategic benefits, the supplier had the volume of sales to 159 EDI customers that was
not significantly higher than the volume of sales to 159 matched non-EDI customers.
However, the supplier had additional sales when the customer had initiated EDI,
implemented enhanced EDI or used EDI with the supplier for more than three and a half
years. With regard to operational benefits, orders of 119 EDI customers and 119
matched non-EDI customers were analyzed. Invoices with EDI reduced the probability
of delayed customer payments and fully integrated EDI reduced the probability of credit
orders.
Riggins and Mukhopadhyay (1994) have studied two customer-initiated EDI systems.
The first case was based on 2076 requests for purchase that were collected from one
division of the electronics company’s procurement department. Automated vending
feature of the customer’s EDI system greatly reduced the time required internally to
generate a request for purchase. However, this feature had insignificant effects on the
supplier’s response time. The second case covered 146 assembly suppliers of an
automotive manufacturer. Those suppliers who had integrated their internal systems to
EDI had fewer errors in advance shipping notices. Srinivasan et al. (1994) have analyzed
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shipments from 193 suppliers to Chrysler. Those suppliers, who shared just-in-time
schedules, had fully integrated EDI or used EDI with a higher percentage of customers,
had a lower level of shipment discrepancy. Mukhopadhyay et al. (1995) have studied
EDI at Chrysler. Based on the annual performance of nine assembly plants over a tenyear period, EDI improved inventory turnover (ITO) and reduced obsolescence costs
and premium freights. Including additional savings in information handling costs, the
total benefits of EDI per vehicle amounted to 100.89 USD. This yielded annual savings
of 220 million USD for Chrysler.
Clark and Stoddard (1996) have analyzed the performance of 26 grocery retailers over a
five-year period. EDI with manufacturers did not result in a significant increase in ITO
but grocery channel replenishment ordering increased ITO significantly. Lee et al.
(1999) have investigated the performance of 31 grocery retailers over a four-year period.
EDI with Campbell for continuous replenishment process increased ITO and reduced
stockouts.
In summary, the benefits of EDI have been recognized for a long time (Banerjee and
Golhar 1994, Emmelhainz 1990, Scala and McGrath 1993). Although EDI does not
necessarily increase sales (Mukhopadhyay and Kekre 2002, Venkatraman and Zaheer
1990), its use can reduce operating costs (Mukhopadhyay et al. 1995). The use of EDI
can also speed up and reduce errors in business interactions (Mukhopadhyay and Kekre
2002, Riggins and Mukhopadhyay 1994, Srinivasan et al. 1994). Its direct benefits, such
as avoiding repetitive administrative procedures, are often perceived larger than indirect
benefits, such as improving business relationships (Jiménez-Martínez and PoloRedondo 2004, Kuan and Chau 2001).
A company may use EDI with a small fraction of its business partners but other methods
with the remaining business partners (Von Westarp et al. 1999). It is not unusual that a
company uses EDI to exchange purchase orders, purchase order responses and invoices
but other methods to perform other business interactions (Kärkkäinen et al. 2001). EDI
adoption and diffusion are often gradual (Premkumar et al. 1994). A company starts to
use EDI with one of its business partners and for only one type of the various business
documents used in business interactions with this business partner. Then, the company
can increase the number of its business partners or extend the use of EDI to other types
of business documents.
The use of EDI has concentrated on large enterprises, whereas SMEs have hesitated
with its use (Banerjee and Golhar 1994, Hill and Scudder 2002, Premkumar et al. 1997).
If a SME uses EDI, this happens due to pressure from competitors or business partners
(Chwelos et al. 2001, Iacovou et al. 1995, Premkumar et al. 1997, Soliman and Janz
2004). SMEs tend to lack the needed high organizational readiness and perceived
benefits for EDI. SMEs are also reluctant to integrate EDI into their operations because
it is too costly. SMEs do not adopt EDI because the investment is not in EDI alone but
also in an information system that supports its use, the customers do not use EDI or the
volume of business interactions is too small to justify the investment in EDI (Stefansson
2002). As Massetti and Zmud (1996) note, the use of EDI should not only be seen in
terms of volume, i.e. the extent to which a company exchanges business documents
through EDI connections, and breadth, i.e. the extent to which the company has
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established EDI connections with its business partners. Diversity, i.e. the number of
distinct types of business documents the company handles through EDI connections, and
depth, i.e. the nature of EDI connections with its business partners, also matter.

2.3.3 XML-based e-business frameworks
Two papers deal with the role of XML and other standards in supply chain integration.
According to Hasselbring and Weigand (2001), the standardization for the exchange and
processing of documents can be at the lexical level of character sets, at the syntactic
level of document structures and at a deeper semantic level of vocabulary and integrity
constraints. Medjahed et al. (2003) show that the B2B interaction standards deal with
communication, content and business process layers. These layers provide protocols for
exchanging messages between business partners, languages and models to describe and
organize information, and are concerned with conversational interactions between
business partners.
There also exist papers studying XML-based e-business frameworks (Chari and
Seshadri 2004, Li 2000, Medjahed et al. 2003, Nelson et al. 2005, Shim et al. 2000,
Zhao and Sandahl 2000). BizTalk Framework and RosettaNet are included in five of
these papers, eCo, its business document specification, Common Business Library
(CBL), or xCBL and cXML (Commerce XML) (Ariba 2004) in four papers and ebXML
and OAGIS (Open Applications Group Integration Specification) (OAG 2004) in three
papers. Table 2 summarizes these papers.
Table 2: Studies on XML-based e-business frameworks
Reference

Li (2000)

XML-based
e-business
frameworks
Six

Shim et al.
(2000)
Zhao and
Sandahl
(2000)
Medjahed et
al. (2003)

Four

Chari and
Seshadri
(2004)
Nelson et al.
(2005)

Seven

Compared properties

Number of DTDs, number of attributes and elements in DTDs, size
of DTD files
Industry target, security, communication protocol, service discovery,
repositories, message format, query mechanism, scalability, ontology

Six

Five

Nine industryspecific

Communication layer, content layer, business process layer, type of
coupling, autonomy, heterogeneity, external manageability,
adaptability, security, scalability
Industry domain specificity (domain independent, domain
dependent), applications architecture (presentation logic, business
logic, data logic), integration level (transport, data format, process)
Choreography and modularity (number and examples of high-level
processes, number and examples of specification sets), standardize
and document (content examples of typical specification sets)

Except for Nelson et al. (2005), these papers stress the properties of XML-based ebusiness frameworks, not their standardization. Li (2000) classifies SDOs as a basis of
the selection of e-business frameworks but standardization is not reflected in the
analysis. Chari and Seshadri (2004) show that most XML-based e-business frameworks
are consortia-based standards and only a few of them are company-based specifications.
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Nelson et al. (2005) provide a comparative analysis of nine SDOs, including the
standardization of CIDX (Chemical Industry Data Exchange) (2004), papiNet (2004),
PIDX (Petroleum Industry Data Exchange) (API 2004) and RosettaNet, with respect to
decision-making, availability, membership fee, industry participation and certification.
The key differences between these SDOs are related to the partnership structure. Nonprofit status, free provision of standards, voluntary participation, consensus-driven
decision-making, management adhering to by-laws are common in SDOs. There are also
commonalities associated with the membership fees.
Drawing on the socio-technological perspective, Choi et al. (2004) attempt to gain a
deeper understanding of standardization of ebXML by using a case study methodology.
The standardization of ebXML was observed through e-mail discussions, minutes of
teleconferencing, face-to-face meetings and other supplementary materials. Choi et al.
(2004) suggest that non-proprietary standardization helps collaborators create a more
comprehensive standard and promote more the convergence of technologies than
proprietary standardization. Interoperability and backward compatibility are critical
factors in the creation of infrastructure-oriented standards, whereas feasibility is a
critical factor in the creation of business-process-oriented standards. In addition, user
participation is a moderating factor in non-proprietary standardization for achieving a
comprehensive and converged standard and appears to be more effective in creating
infrastructure-oriented standards than in business-process-oriented standards.
Aggarwal et al. (2006) use an event study methodology to analyze the market value of
non-proprietary standardization in 148 XML-based standardization initiatives between
1999 and 2003. The results suggest that financial markets respond positively to
announcements of XML-based proprietary standardization but not to announcements of
XML-based non-proprietary standardization. Proprietary standardization results in an
average 2% increase in a company’s stock price, whereas non-proprietary
standardization reduces the stock price slightly. Moreover, financial markets do not
develop a preference for non-proprietary standardization over time.

2.3.4 XML-based supply chain integration
There seems to be little experience from XML-based supply chain integration after
excluding the software vendors’ success stories. The literature provides few scientific
papers and research reports. The first ten studies focus on the integration system
prototypes and the remaining studies concentrate on the operative integration systems.
Fürst and Schmidt (2001) developed a prototype called Data-Extractor for BMW Motors
Steyr in Austria to enable the data for controlling the parts delivery to be available for
all customers, suppliers and carriers of this factory. The prototype was implemented
with Java servlet running on a web server. It handles the requests from the different
information systems and users working with a web browser. The prototype was
designed to support warnings of problems in parts deliveries, reports of the actual status
of a parts transport from the carriers, report of the actual parts stock at BMW and the
suppliers, report of the incoming of a delivery, and sending of the actual delivery data to
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BMW. The prototype was tested with simulation data but not connected to the
information systems at BMW, the carriers or suppliers.
Lu et al. (2001) implemented a prototype server for Taiwan’s flower distribution
channels using Microsoft Internet Information Server, Xerces and Xalan. The prototype
was developed because many farmer associations, retailers, carriers and wholesalers
cannot afford to maintain this kind of a server and there was no EDI-based e-business
framework for the Taiwanese agricultural industry. The idea was that an outside
organization could be in charge of running this server. First, the farmer associations
upload bills of lading to the server daily. Next, this server notifies wholesalers by email, the wholesalers download the bills, process them and upload the invoices. Then,
the server notifies the farmer associations by e-mail and these associations download the
invoices. Lu et al. (2001) do not report the experiences from the prototype sever in real
cases.
Sundaram and Shim (2001) present a prototype for RosettaNet that allows the customers
to order by a web browser. The client tier of the prototype provides a web form using
HTML and JavaScript. Its business logic tier processes the request from the client tier
and sends the response. This tier is implemented by Java servlet that communicates with
the sales and fulfillment application by HTTP. It encapsulates the functionality required
to perform the PIPs and to transform data to XML documents. The business logic tier
uses the database tier of the prototype for storing and retrieving information. The
database contains information obtained from RosettaNet Technical Dictionary (RNTD).
The sales application displays the catalog to browse different products and to query
information for these products and allows submission of a purchase order as an XML
document to the fulfillment application. The fulfillment application processes the XML
document, sends the order number to the customer and maintains a detailed profile of
each customer and the status of the orders. The administrator of this application can
update the order status to either being approved or shipped.
Buxmann et al. (2002) developed a prototype called SIMPLEX that uses XML to
describe and structure business documents, supports the execution of information
exchange, the transformations between different XML vocabularies and the integration
into in-house systems. The prototype was implemented with Apache web server and
integrated to Tamino XML database. It also uses the XML parser Xerces and the XSLT
processor Xalan. The prototype is capable of handling Invoice, CatalogueQuery,
DeliveryConfirm, Delivery Schedule, Forecast, InventoryQuery, MonitoringTransaction,
OrderConfirm, Reclamation, SalesOrder, and PurchaseOrder documents. The supported
e-business frameworks include xCBL and OAGIS. Although Buxmann et al. (2002) did
not test the prototype in a real case, they claim that business partners can use XML as a
common language, building on it different business vocabularies and XSLT for
translations between these vocabularies.
Chan et al. (2002) present a prototype for retail inventory control that was implemented
with Java servlets. Based on XML, Inventory Control Markup Language was developed
to construct the data models and specify the data exchange format between the prototype
and client applications. It defines DTDs for ServiceRequest, ServiceResponse,
ResourceAccess, ResourceAccessResult, Buyer, Supplier, Item and PurchaseOrder
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documents. The prototype provides services for transaction data capture, assortment
planning and automated replenishments. The transaction data capture services are aimed
at defining and maintaining basic item information, recording and issuing purchase
orders to the suppliers, updating information on the received items, adjusting inventories
and performing item information lookups, calculating discounts and capturing salesrelated information. Chan et al. (2002) report some test results of the computational
performance of the prototype.
Dogaz et al. (2002) implemented a prototype of an ebXML infrastructure by exploiting
the PIPs and Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry. The
prototype includes tools for specifying business processes based on the PIPs and for
storing ebXML document and process descriptions into the UDDI registry. This
prototype also provides mechanisms for secure messaging based on ebXML Messaging
Services (MSG) that use Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) and MIME.
Goutsos and Karacapilidis (2004) report on the development of an XML-based supply
chain management system for the Greek textile industry. Using Microsoft BizTalk
Server, this system integrated its internal workflow management module, demand-side
transactions module and supply-side transactions module with the company’s ERP
system. The internal workflow management module deals with the processes and the
related business documents. The demand-side transactions module is a web-based
application, through which customers can put an order. The supply-side transactions
module manages the electronic exchange of business documents with the suppliers.
XML was chosen because the adoption of EDI implied certain tasks and limitations.
Kotinurmi et al. (2004) designed and implemented a prototype using RosettaNet and
Microsoft RosettaNet Accelerator that supports design data management in product
development networks. For example, it can automatically deliver and receive the latest
version of design documents. Experiences with the implementation and use indicated
that RosettaNet is basically feasible for this purpose. However, there were also several
problems with the use of RosettaNet. The secure exchange of business documents
according to RosettaNet Implementation Framework (RNIF) was easy to implement but
large attachments can cause problems. The PIPs were not defined with product
development in mind. It was necessary to misuse certain PIPs in order not to lose
information. First, PIP Notify of Engineering Change Order (2C5) was used with change
request documents and PIP Distribute Product Catalog Information (2A1) for new
document delivery. Later, PIP 2A1 was replaced by PIP Distribute Design Engineering
Information (2A10). The first PIPs enabled meaningful carrying of only roughly 30% of
the internal data model information. PIP 2A10 increased this to 85% but for some of the
elements of the internal data model this meant only a close match to the term in
RosettaNet Business Dictionary (RNBD). In addition, the use of both DTDs and
RosettaNet Message Guidelines (MG) for business document validation was
problematic. If the MGs are ignored and only DTDs are used, the business partners
involved need to agree each time on how to use certain elements.
Chiu and Chen (2005) present a common message gateway prototype compliant with
RosettaNet. This prototype was integrated with information systems for secure message
exchange with the business partners. The common message gateway was tested in a
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local network device manufacturing company with its suppliers in Taiwan to examine
its feasibility and efficiency. The tests showed that this common message gateway can
help the company achieve efficiency and effectiveness in streamlining information flows
and creating seamless integration with its business partners. The benefits gained from
XML-based supply chain integration over the Internet seemed to have more significance
than those from EDI-based supply chain integration over the VANs because of costeffectiveness and time savings.
Tikkala et al. (2005) implemented a prototype for the messaging part of RosettaNet
using IBM WebSphere Application Server and common open-source tools, such as
Apache Axis, Xalan and Xerces. The prototype is a middleware component that
provides a RNIF interface outside and a Web Services interface inside the company. It
was found that the approach in RosettaNet for specifying business documents, i.e. DTDs
with MGs, is not suitable for automatic generation of the component that satisfies
minimum business document validation requirements in RNIF. In addition, the available
amount of memory constrained the maximum size of the business documents because
the prototype needed 6-14 times more memory than the size of the business document.
Based on tests, the performance level for messaging begins to be a problem when a load
exceeds one exchanged business document per second.
RosettaNet is perhaps the most successful XML-based e-business framework. The
number of RosettaNet implementations have been estimated to exceed 10000
connections (Damodaran 2004). There is available a large number of non-academic
RosettaNet studies that are summarized in Table 3. Most of these studies deal with
quote and order entry (segment 3A) and collaborative forecasting (segment 4A). In
quote and order entry, RosettaNet has reduced manual workload and shortened order
cycle times. In some studies, these benefits have been small but significant despite the
preexistence of EDI (Olson and Williams 2001, RosettaNet 2001, 2002b). In
collaborative forecasting, RosettaNet has shortened forecast-to-shipment time and
inventory costs.
e-Business W@tch asked European companies in 2003 and 2005 (e-Business W@tch
2004, 2005) whether they exchange standardized data with their customers or suppliers
and which data formats they used for this purpose. Some general trends were identified
from companies that use computers in business. Firstly, 9% of these companies used
EDI-based e-business frameworks in 2003 and 19% in 2005, whereas 8% of them used
XML-based e-business frameworks in 2003 and 14% in 2005. Secondly, EDI-based ebusiness frameworks were popular in the chemicals and chemical products sector in
2003 and in the automotive subsector in 2005. XML-based e-business frameworks
appeared to be widely used by companies from the business services sector in 2003 and
from the IT services subsector in 2005.
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Table 3: Non-academic RosettaNet studies
Reference
Olson and
Williams
(2001)
RosettaNet
(2001)

PIPs
3A4, 3A6, 3B2

RosettaNet
(2002a)

4A4, 4B2, 4C1

RosettaNet
(2002b)

3A4, 3A8, 3A9, 3B2,
5D1

RosettaNet
(2003)

3A4, 3A8, 3B2

Case A in
RosettaNet
Japan
(2003)

4A3, 4A4

Case B in
RosettaNet
Japan
(2003) and
Intel (2004)

3A4, 3A7, 3A8, 3B2,
3C3, 3C6

Case C in
RosettaNet
Japan
(2003)
Case D in
RosettaNet
Japan
(2003)

4A4, 4A5, 4C1

3A4

2A1, 3A4, 3A7, 3A8,
3A9, 3B2, 4A3, 4A5,
4B2

Benefits
Shortened order processing time by 1 day
Shortened shipment-to-invoice time by 3 days
Annual cost savings 400000 USD
Reduced manual workload by 93-95%
Increased ITO by 200%
Shortened response time by 75-97%
Reduced manual transactions by 80%
Contract costs savings by 50%
Increased capacity utilization by 30%
Transaction cost savings in orders by 16-37%
Increased order throughput by 0-1900%
Reduced order cycle time by 0-99%
Reduced manual workload by 50%
100% error-free process
Shortened order throughput time by 96%
Increased throughput by 200%
Reduced inventory costs
Administrative costs savings by 50-79%
Reduced change orders by 52%
Shortened delivery lead time by two days
Shortened delivery planning from monthly to weekly
Shortened the time from planning to shipping by 40%
Reduced probability of human error
Increased accuracy of forecasts by 5%
Reduced manual work in orders
Time savings in orders 56-67%
Time savings in advance shipments 50%
Time savings in invoicing 70%
Shortened delivery cycle time by 50%
Annual cost saving in invoicing 1000 USD
Shortened the time from planning to shipping by 40%
Reduced probability of human error
Increased accuracy of forecast by 5%
Reduced inventory loss
Shortened forecast-to-supply time by 67%
Minimized excess inventory
Shortened delivery lead time of order information
Shortened procurement lead time
Annual cost saving in notification of shipments 30000 USD

Yen et al. (2004) studied Eastman Chemical Company, which had established over 20
system-to-system connections with its key business partners, electronic sales were
approaching 30% of total annual sales, and more than 30% of total procurement for
direct and indirect materials was performed electronically in 2001. Since it was critical
to Eastman’s business to acquire rapid, accurate external data for planning purposes,
XML-based supply chain integration was strategic. It was fundamental to this strategy to
increase flexibility to market changes and, especially, to optimize the working capital.
Since 1999, Eastman has invested heavily in its IT infrastructure. To encourage
integration, Eastman also offered some software licenses to its business partners free-ofcharge. Installation and training for integration typically took 8-12 weeks. Before an
XML-based version of CIDX was introduced in 2001, Eastman had to work with its
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own agreed definitions for business documents. By the end of 2001, Eastman reported
monthly volumes in excess of 30000 XML documents. By the middle of 2002, Eastman
allowed the placing of orders, order changes and order cancellations as well as the
issuing of order acknowledgments, shipping notices, invoicing and payment notices.
This concept took off much more quickly in the US, whereas the Asia-Pacific region
presented some new challenges. One of the major challenges was that the companies
had an insufficient IT infrastructure to fully benefit from integrating with Eastman.
Complex business interactions including understanding CIDX and agreeing on the
business processes also presented challenges. A modest percentage of Eastman’s
business partners comprised 50% of the total volume of the exchanged purchase orders
and sales orders. Eastman benefited from XML-based supply chain integration to initiate
purchase orders. Eastman was confident that this would deliver productivity gains of 7%
in the procurement of direct materials through its supplier portal. All that the supplier
required was a browser-based system. This solution worked with the non-strategic
business partners as well as companies having an insufficient IT infrastructure.
Auramo et al. (2005) conducted a survey of 48 Finnish companies to identify what IT
solutions they have implemented in SCM. This was followed by 18 in-depth case
studies to identify the mechanisms for achieving benefits of IT in SCM. Auramo et al.
(2005) show that EDI-based or XML-based supply chain integration can improve
information quality and agility of the supply chain network. In addition, EDI-based
supply chain integration seems to be “alive and well”.
Lu et al. (2006) studied Cisco and Xiao Tong, two companies that established XMLbased supply chain integration using RosettaNet. In 2001, Cisco chose Xiao Tong, one
of its four first-tier distributors in China, in the integration project because Cisco was
Xiao Tong’s biggest supplier. The revenue of Xiao Tong was responsible for 11.8% of
Cisco’s revenue in China. For Xiao Tong, about 60% of its transactions was related to
Cisco’s products. This integration project was mainly related to purchase order
execution between Cisco and Xiao Tong, including product information update, product
configuration, purchase order submission, purchase order status update and invoice precheck-in. The benefits for Cisco through Xiao Tong’s implementation of XML-based
supply chain integration appeared in the form of more accurate information on
inventory, sales quality per product and sales speed. The cycle from sales orders to
purchase orders was around three days in the old purchase order process and the new
purchase order process had been reduced to two and a half days. The related cost saving
was the equivalent of 33000 USD annually. In addition, the managers expressed
satisfaction with XML-based supply chain integration of their ability to improve
decision making, as indicated in the increase of the pre-figure of 3.00 to the post-figure
of 4.33 on a five-point scale. The satisfaction concerning strengthening of the
relationship between Cisco and Xiao Tong was increased from 3.12 to 4.12 on a fivepoint scale. Since the motivation of Xiao Tong was relatively weak, the pressure from
Cisco was the main reason why Xiao Tong agreed to implement an XML-based
integration system. To win the active participation of Xiao Tong in the integration
project, Cisco covered all software cost for Xiao Tong, amounting to about 350000
USD, and promised to return some profits to Xiao Tong to compensate for the costs of
the implementation. Critical success factors for supply chain integration over the
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Internet are very similar to those for supply chain integration over the VANs. Although
the Internet offers much more flexibility and a cheaper way to develop and operate
supply chain integration, much can be learned from the experiences of developing,
implementing and operating supply chain integration over the VANs. Because of
RosettaNet, the implementation of supply chain integration between Cisco and Xiao
Tong was very efficiently carried out and at low costs. For this reason, RosettaNet was
considered as one critical success factor.

2.3.5 Literature revised
The literature contains a large number of papers on experiences from EDI-based supply
chain integration. With regard to XML-based supply chain integration, the situation is
different. Considering how much effort has been devoted to developing XML
technologies and XML-based e-business frameworks, it is amazing how few
experiences from XML-based supply chain integration have been publicly reported.
Except for Chiu and Chen (2005), the studies dealing with the integration system
prototypes concentrate on the technical aspects, whereas the studies on the operative
integration systems focus on the business aspects. The latter studies mostly provide
qualitative results and are mainly limited to RosettaNet.
Many papers study the properties of XML-based e-business frameworks. However, the
standardization of XML-based e-business frameworks has received little attention. In
fact, the EDI and XML formats have not received nearly as much attention as the
QWERTY and DSK layouts in the literature of standardization. There is also no
agreement on the existence of network externalities and the relevance of path
dependences, although they play an important role in this literature.
Goldfarb and Prescod (2003), Gosain et al. (2003), Hsieh and Lin (2004), Jones (2001),
Power (2005) and Reimers (2001) have regarded XML as more flexible and less
expensive to implement or use than EDI. XML has been seen as flexible, humanreadable, self-describing, structured and inexpensive. It also separates the processing
from content and can be used over the Internet. All these arguments are relevant in web
publishing but not necessarily in supply chain integration. According to Kanakamedala
et al. (2003), Wareham et al. (2005) and Wilson (2000), the benefits of XML do not
outweigh its costs or XML is not replacing EDI in the near future. Unfortunately, the
comparison between EDI and XML is not straightforward. EDI-based supply chain
integration has been traditionally implemented with older programming languages (e.g.
Cobol) over the VANs and XML-based supply chain integration with new programming
languages (e.g. Java) over the Internet. In addition, EDI-based supply chain integration
is increasingly carried out over the Internet (Angeles 2000, Threlkel and Kavan 1999).
In 1997, IETF introduced EDI Internet Integration (EDIINT), which supports the secure
exchange of data represented in the EDI format over the Internet. The comparison
should not be between the VANs and Internet but between the EDI and XML formats or
EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks.
There seems to be no paper that has studied the role of XML-based e-business
frameworks in e-business adoption or migration. There are few papers studying the
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adoption of e-commerce or the migration to Internet-based e-commerce. Zhu et al.
(2003) analyze facilitators and inhibitors of e-business adoption. The sample includes
3552 companies from eight countries in Europe. The firm size, firm scope and
technology competence are significant facilitators, whereas a lack of business partner
readiness is a significant inhibitor of e-business adoption. Based on 6165 establishments
of the companies over three years period, Forman (2005) concludes that the firm size
and firm scope increase the likelihood of Internet application adoption, including ecommerce. Hong and Zhu (2006) assess Internet-based e-commerce adoption. The
usable sample covers 627 companies from the US and Canada. The web functionalities
and technology integration are significant drivers in Internet-based e-commerce
adoption. The firm size is found to affect this adoption negatively. Based on 239
companies, Hong and Zhu (2006) also show that the web functionalities and integration
of externally-oriented enterprise information systems, such as SCM and CRM, are
significant drivers in Internet-based e-commerce migration. The firm size and VAN
usage are found to affect this migration negatively. Zhu et al. (2006) investigate the
migration to more open information systems, i.e. information systems connected
through the Internet, from less open information systems, i.e. information systems
connected through the VANs. The sample consists of 1394 companies from ten
countries. The expected benefits are significant drivers in the migration to more open
information systems. In addition, the costs are a more significant barrier for users of less
open information systems than for others.
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3 Results
This section contains the results of the thesis. The more concrete and specific analyses
are presented first and the more abstract and generic last. Subsection 3.1 focuses on an
integration system prototype called Communication Application (CA), which was
implemented for XML-based supply chain integration and evaluated within an industrial
case (II). This subsection starts from the case companies and requirements, introduces
the architecture and functionalities of the CA and ends with the evaluation results in the
industrial case. Subsection 3.2 analyzes properties of XML-based e-business
frameworks and their standardization (III). This subsection presents three variables
related to the properties of the e-business frameworks, four variables related to their
standardization, possible values for these variables and a summary of these e-business
frameworks on the basis of these variables and values. This summary is utilized to find
out commonalities and regularities that are explained and compared with the findings
presented in the literature. Subsection 3.3 compares the use of the EDI and XML
formats in e-business frameworks and the use of these e-business frameworks in
companies (IV). To what extent do SDOs use the EDI and XML formats in e-business
frameworks? To what extent do companies use EDI-based and XML-based e-business
frameworks? This subsection answers these questions and discusses some findings
presented in the literature. Subsection 3.4 explores how organizational and technological
factors including EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks explain the
adoption of e-business functions and the migration from EDI-based to XML-based ebusiness frameworks (V). A linear regression analysis is used to study the adoption and
a logistic regression analysis to study the migration. The results of these analyses are
compared to findings presented in the literature.

3.1 XML-based integration system prototype in
industrial case
3.1.1 Research approach
Publication (II) is based on design science and case study research. Design science
research has a long tradition in engineering research. According to March and Smith
(1995), to make significant progress, research must develop an understanding of how
and why systems work or do not work:
•

An artifact is built to perform a specific task. The basic question is whether it works.
Building an artifact demonstrates its feasibility in the task.

•

The artifact is evaluated to determine if any progress has been made. The basic
question is how well it works. Progress is achieved when an artifact replaces a less
effective artifact. Evaluation requires development of metrics and measurement of
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the artifact according to those metrics. Metrics define what one tries to accomplish.
They are used to assess the performance of the artifact.
Case study research is a common methodology in business research. According to Yin
(1994), a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary
phenomenon within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between the
phenomenon and its context are not evident.
Publication (II) presents an XML-based integration system prototype called CA that was
designed and implemented using open-source Java and XML technologies. The CA was
also experimented and evaluated within an industrial case. Three versions of the CA
were implemented and evaluated. The preliminary versions of the CA were presented at
international conferences (Seilonen et al. 2001, Nurmilaakso et al. 2001) whose
participants were researchers of e-business, information systems and SCM. The
feedback given at these conferences has helped improve the implementation and
evaluation of the final version of the CA. The CA was implemented to study the
feasibility of XML-based supply chain integration. To study the benefits and costs of the
XML-based integration systems, the CA was evaluated within an industrial case, in
which the main contractor of the production network was ABB Control. The other
companies of this production network were subcontractors and suppliers of the main
contractor. One of these subcontractors, InCap Electronics, was also involved in the
industrial case. Originally, there was no intention to carry out detailed evaluation of the
CA because only ABB was officially a case company. Fortunately, InCap was kindly
willing to participate in the evaluations. During the experiments, the CA resided at ABB
and users from ABB and InCap had access to the CA over the Internet by a web
browser. Since it was not possible to install and maintain the CA at InCap, business
interactions between two integration system prototypes were not experimented in this
industrial case. However, this kind of experiment was carried out over an intranet in the
laboratory environment. Since ABB and InCap were using EDIFACT for exchanging a
part of their purchase orders, purchase order responses and invoices, the industrial case
provided an opportunity to compare XML-based and EDI-based supply chain
integration. xCBL 2.0 was used as an XML-based e-business framework for this
purpose.
The evaluation plan was originally drafted on the basis of a set of assumptions about
XML-based integration systems, such as the CA. The main hypothesis was that they
could provide a sound basis for supply chain integration between companies. It was also
hypothesized that XML-based integration systems could be more flexible to maintain
and use and less expensive to implement and operate than EDI-based integration
systems. On the basis of these hypotheses, it was considered that SMEs especially
would be interested in XML-based integration systems, provided that their benefits
could be identified and illustrated in a proper way. In consequence, it was also
considered that even larger companies might regard XML-based integration systems as
feasible extensions to their existing supply chain integration when collaborating with
SMEs. An objective of the evaluation was to assess the correctness of these hypotheses.
The evaluation was conducted in the form of a two-tier cost-benefit analysis. The first
phase of the evaluation focused on the industrial case, whereas the second phase
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generalized the case-specific results. The idea was to produce more generic information
on the potential benefits and costs of the XML-based integration systems. The main
methodological challenges related to the identification and assessment of the potential
benefits and costs of an XML-based integration system that was not operative at the
time of the evaluation. The evaluation methodology was largely developed as the work
in the industrial case progressed. Important methodological references included
Anandarajan and Wen (1999), Luoma et al. (1999), Willcocks and Lester (1999a,
1999b) and Zuboff (1988). Special emphasis was on developing methods that would
make it easier to concretize what a corresponding operative system would be able to do
if it were actually brought into production use at ABB. Not only demonstrations with the
CA but also discussions with the case companies’ representatives had an important role
in the evaluation. Different kinds of models, such as interaction diagrams, were used to
describe the functionality of the CA and to facilitate the analysis. Six groups of factors
were identified as important contributors to the viability of the integration system
prototype by evaluators. The following groups were given special emphasis in the
evaluation:
•

Functionality and technical feasibility: This area of the evaluation aimed at
assessing the applicability of the chosen mechanism to mapping business documents
in different data formats to each other. In addition, attention was paid to the
functioning of the implemented business interactions as well as to the overall
technical feasibility of the CA.

•

Scope of business interactions: This area was more theoretical in nature and related
to the chosen architecture and its configuration mechanism. The objective was to
determine the extent to which they could possibly cover ABB’s needs in
subcontracting and related collaboration.

•

Business impacts: The objective was to identify the potential business benefits as
well as the expected disadvantages of operating a CA type of integration system at
ABB. Areas, such as flexibility, reliability, efficiency, speed and costs, i.e. the key
attributes of any process or practice, were addressed during the evaluation.

•

Demands of implementation: The objective was to identify the challenges and needs
for change that the implementation of a CA type of integration system might cause
in ABB’s processes, practices and organization.

•

Configuration and maintainability: The main objective was to determine the basic
requirements for the definition and modification of business interactions in terms of
the necessary knowledge and work inputs. Another related objective was the
specification of feasible arrangements for the initial configuration process and the
related systems support.

•

Use of EDI: The objective was to examine the utilization of the EDI-based
integration system at ABB, to identify its main benefits and support for purchasing
processes and practices and to construct an extensive picture of all EDI-related
implementation and operating costs. The purpose of analyzing the use of the EDIbased integration system was to establish a kind of reference point for the CA.
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In the evaluation, there were no particular reasons to worry about possible respondent
bias because neither of the case companies’ representatives were responsible for
implementing the CA, nor were they committed to bringing it into production use. It
was concluded that the given estimations were sincere and based on the best available
knowledge and experience at that time. The case companies’ representatives as well as
the developers of the CA reviewed the evaluation results. Some of these evaluation
results were based on confidential information and, therefore, not published in the
original form.
A lack of researchers capable of implementing or evaluating an XML-based integration
system prototype caused limitations, given the research budget and schedule. Five
functionalities were implemented in the CA and six business interactions were evaluated
within the industrial case. One of the functionalities was implemented only in and one
of the business interactions was evaluated only with the final version of the CA. Some
important security and reliability properties were not implemented in the CA. The case
companies and specification of xCBL 2.0 did not require these properties. A number of
important business interactions were identified but ignored. The industrial case covered
business interactions related to the exchange of purchase orders, purchase order
responses and invoices, which were the most common EDI message types in Finland
(Kärkkäinen et al. 2001). Since xCBL was ahead in the development of XML-based ebusiness frameworks in 2000, it was used in the industrial case.

3.1.2 Industrial case
ABB Control has a switchgear factory that is located in Vaasa, Finland. ABB Control is
a part of the global ABB group and it produces switchgear assemblies for both internal
and external use. The application area of switchgears is power distribution and control.
Their purpose is to protect low voltage motors in the process industry. A switchgear
order is called a project that consists of functional units. The order may include one
switchgear with one functional unit or many switchgears with hundreds of functional
units.
ABB Control has an in-house system called Customer-oriented Process Information
System (COPIS), which manages many aspects of the order-delivery process related to a
switchgear order. The functionality of COPIS covers engineering design, product
configuration, material requirements planning (MRP), production planning, quotations
and order tracking. It makes quotes and production resource predictions based on labor
requirements.
Many of ABB Control’s customers require switchgear orders at short notice. The
company policy is to deliver special customer-tailored solutions by the requested day.
ABB’s switchgear factory in Vaasa often works very close to or over full capacity and
over the last few years the final delivery dates have not been met in some orders.
Production planning with a short delivery time is difficult.
The order-delivery process related to a switchgear order is quite traditional in ABB
Control. The customer sends a tender request to sales persons or the sales department.
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The planner feeds the technical data of the tender request into COPIS and configures the
switchgear unit. After that, COPIS develops drawings and the tender is sent to the
customer. If the customer accepts the tender, all the data and information are available
from COPIS. Using COPIS, ABB Control has visibility of the present factory loading
and anticipated loads. When the loads threaten to exceed the factory capacity, the
management looks for alternative production resources in order to clear the overload.
ABB Control has several methods for outsourcing the production. These are local ABB
outsourcing, i.e. ABB companies in Finland, global ABB outsourcing, i.e. ABB
companies world wide and subcontracting.
InCap Electronics in Vaasa is one of ABB Control’s subcontractors providing
production resources for switchgear assembly. It is also a subcontractor for ABB Drives
and ABB Industry, for example. Although the InCap Electronics factory is located inside
the ABB Control factory in Vaasa, InCap Electronics and ABB Control use EDI to
exchange some business documents.
The basic requirement was to continue using COPIS but expand its functionality relative
to production management and purchasing in respect of the internal and external
production resources. Internal production resources mean ABB Control’s own capacity,
whereas external production resources mean capacity of other ABB companies or
subcontractors. The combination of internal and external production resources forms a
supply chain. The integration system prototype extends the functionality of COPIS to
support supply chain integration.
The idea behind the supply chain integration is flexible transparency of the internal and
external production resources. With this transparent view of the production resources,
the production management has the opportunity to plan external resources as internal
ones. For ABB Control, the expected business benefits through the supply chain
integration are related to the growing production flexibility and more profitable
exchange of data. Figure 8 illustrates a cooperation model in which a subcontractor
produces ABB-specific products, whereas a supplier does not. This cooperation model
of supply chain integration could be implemented with the current software
technologies. A number of commercial integration systems, such as Microsoft BizTalk
Server, were available. However, taking into account the unstable status of the these
systems in 2000, the industrial case gave an opportunity to design and implement an
integration system prototype called CA. The objective was to achieve an integration
system prototype that can be easily maintained and used and to utilize XML
technologies. With XML, the purpose was to extend supply chain integration to those
subcontractors who had not accepted EDI-based supply chain integration. It was also
assessed that, perhaps later, the XML format could be used to replace the EDI format.
The architecture of the CA was based on a model in which a server supports EDI, XML
or both data formats. The clients of this server can be web browsers, other integration
systems or other information systems. This was not the only possible model but many
commercial integration systems at least partially conform to this architecture. The
implementation of supply chain integration required the design of the required messages
and their interaction-handling logic.
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Figure 8: A cooperation model
A large number of potentially useful business interactions were identified in the
industrial case for supply chain integration. Some of these business interactions were
primitive. In the industrial case, the objective was that the CA is capable of performing
the following business interactions:
1. ABB sends a specific purchase order to a specific subcontractor. Query the database
for the EDIFACT message of a purchase order, translate the purchase order from the
EDIFACT message to the xCBL document, send this purchase order in the xCBL
document using an e-mail or a message to the subcontractor and a return
success/failure status.
2. A subcontractor queries for one of its purchase orders by a web browser. Query the
database for the EDIFACT message of a purchase order, translate the purchase order
from the EDIFACT message to the xCBL document and return the purchase order.
3. A subcontractor queries for a list of all its purchase orders by a web browser. Query
the database for the EDIFACT message of purchase orders, translate the purchase
orders from the EDIFACT message to the XML document and return a list.
4. A subcontractor updates a purchase order response in the xCBL document into an
ABB’s database by a web browser. Translate the purchase order response in the
xCBL document to the SQL Insert statements for the EDIFACT message, update the
database with the EDIFACT message and return a success/failure status.
5. A subcontractor updates an invoice in the xCBL document into an ABB’s database
by a web browser. Translate the invoice in the xCBL document to the SQL Insert
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statements for the EDIFACT message, update the database with the EDIFACT
segments and return success/failure status.
6. A subcontractor queries for a demand forecast of all its possibly forthcoming
purchase orders by a web browser. Query for possibly forthcoming orders, translate
the possibly forthcoming purchase orders from the EDIFACT message to the XML
document and return a demand forecast.
All these business interactions except the last one, i.e. a query for a demand forecast,
were used as a starting point in the design and implementation of the CA. ABB Control
suggested them. The last business interaction was identified after the implementations of
the first version of the CA and suggested by InCap Electronics. It gave an opportunity to
evaluate the maintainability of the integration system prototype.
The purchase order, purchase order response and invoice documents were based on an
XML-based e-business framework. xCBL 2.0 was utilized in the industrial case because
it provided the corresponding business documents represented in XML format and was
based to some extent on EDIFACT. XSLT was needed to make the necessary
transformations between EDIFACT messages and xCBL or XML documents.

3.1.3 Integration system prototype
The integration system prototype conforms to a layered software architecture that could
be described as an engine-processor architecture. The CA is integrated to other
information systems using standard technologies, such as HTTP, Open Database
Connectivity (ODBC) and Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Figure 9 illustrates
the engine-processor architecture of the CA. An engine that processes the interaction
requests and executes them according to the configured interaction definitions forms the
top layer of the architecture. These definitions describe the interaction-handling logic in
terms of parameters and operations. The bottom layer of the architecture contains a set
of processors that are able to perform the operations. The CA can load these processors
and their configuration data “on demand” from the local file system or the Internet. This
makes it possible to maintain the functionality of the integration system prototype
without code changes to the engine. In addition to portability, Java supports the previous
kind of dynamic extendability. The system configuration data has to reside on the same
host as the system itself, whereas all other configuration data can be retrieved from the
Internet. The CA was implemented with open-source tools: Java 2 Platform Standard
Edition (J2SE) (version 1.3.0), Jakarta-Tomcat servlet container (version 3.1), Java
Application Programming Interface for XML Processing (JAXP) parser (version 1.0.1)
and Saxon XSLT processor (version 5.4.1).
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Figure 9: The architecture of the CA
The engine of the CA processes the interaction requests according to their configuration
data. The processing logic is as follows:
•

A Servlet processes the interaction requests from the clients. The requests can be in
HTML or XML. According to this request, the Servlet passes the call to an
Interaction, which is associated with the configured interaction definitions.

•

The Interaction executes the requested business interactions with the given
parameter values and the configured interaction definition as inputs. It interprets the
XML-based configuration language and calls the processors according to the
configured interaction definitions. When a processor has executed an operation
successfully, it saves the output and the Interaction passes it on to another processor
if necessary. When all operations of the Interaction are executed, the Interaction
returns the result.

•

The Servlet sends the result to the client as an interaction response. The interaction
response can be presented in different formats (e.g. plain text, XML or HTML).

In the industrial case, the CA had five processors. All these processors except the last
were implemented in the first versions of the CA. Their roles are presented in the
following:
•

The Query Processor retrieves data from a relational database through ODBC. Its
inputs are values associated with the Standard Query Language (SQL) Select
statement to be executed. The output is a result of this statement translated into the
XML format.
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•

The Update Processor manipulates the data content of a relational database through
ODBC. The input consists of SQL Update, Insert or Delete statements in the XML
format. The processor has no output.

•

The Messenger saves a document or sends a request to a specified target. Its inputs
are either a document or a request and a target name. In the case of a request, the
Messenger is left waiting for a response, which is its output. The request can be an
interaction request and the target may be another integration system. In this way, it is
possible to delegate the processing of business interactions between integration
systems at the different sites.

•

The Translator is an essential processor because it transforms input from one XML
format into another. The output of the processor is a result of the XSLT translation
specified as a part of the configuration data.

•

The Access Processor checks the password given by the user. Its inputs are a user
name and password. If the password is invalid, the processor aborts the execution.
Otherwise, the output of the processor is the identification associated with the user
that can be used by other processors.

A large part of the actual functionality of the CA is defined with XML-based
configuration languages instead of programming languages, such as Java. This is
motivated by better maintainability. However, the element or attribute names in DTDs
that are used to validate configuration data cannot be changed because DTDs do not
enable some checks (e.g. whether a particular element with a particular attribute value
has occurred already). Therefore, some changes can be done at run-time by modifying
DTDs but a lot of information related to validation of the configuration data has to be
hard-coded at compile-time. Although XML-based configuration languages do not
remove the problems of maintenance, they facilitate it by being without graphical user
interfaces that are often expensive to develop. The configuration data is divided into
three levels. At the system level, the configuration data specifies which business
interactions are defined for the system. At the interaction level, the configuration data
defines which parameters and operations are required for execution of a business
interaction. At the operation level, the configuration language is specific to the
processor that executes the operation. Interaction definitions form the core of the
configuration of the integration system. A balance between flexibility and simplicity has
been aimed at by defining the business interactions as operation-block models. The
business interaction has parameters the values of which are given by the sender of the
interaction request. These parameters are inputs for operations that are sequentially
executed in the order of appearance. Each operation has a link to the processor that
executes the operation with the given configuration and inputs. Some operations return
output that works as input for the following operations or as a result of the business
interaction.
The following example shows the configuration of the CA at the system and interaction
level. In this example, a user wants to get information on a purchase order. Figure 10
shows the configuration data at the system level. An interaction is identified by an
operation-content-document-triple that refers to the interaction definition. The example
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demonstrates a query-xcbl-order-interaction whose definition is located in “file://queryxcbl-order.xml”.
<configuration dtd="file:request.dtd" html="file:xml-to-html.xsl">
<interaction operation="send" content="xcbl" document="order">
file:send-xcbl-order.xml
</interaction>
<interaction operation="query" content="xcbl" document="order">
file:query-xcbl-order.xml
</interaction>
<interaction operation="receive" content="xcbl" document="invoice">
file:receive-xcbl-invoice.xml
</interaction>
</configuration>

Figure 10: An engine configuration
Figure 11 illustrates an interaction definition that has both parameters as input and a
result as an output. In the example, parameter values user, password, and order-id are
given by an interaction request. The first operation, access, has configuration data that is
located in “file://query-xcbl-order-access.xml”. The program code of this operation is
located in “file://AccessProcessor.class”. The access operation checks the username and
password. If they are valid, the execution proceeds to the second operation, query. This
operation retrieves the EDI message for a purchase order with a value order-id from a
relational database and represents the result as a result set in the XML format. The third
operation, translation, transforms the output of the query operation into xCBL. Finally,
the interaction returns the output of the translation operation that is transmitted to the
user as the interaction response.
<interaction-definition>
<parameter name="user" type="String"/>
<parameter name="password" type="String"/>
<parameter name="order-id" type="String"/>
<operation name="access"
processor="file:AccessProcessor.class"
configuration="file:query-xcbl-order-access.xml">
<input name="user"/>
<input name="password"/>
</operation>
<operation name="query"
processor="file:QueryProcessor.class"
configuration="file:query-xcbl-order-database.xml">
<input name="order-id"/>
</operation>
<operation name="translation"
processor="file:Translator.class"
configuration="file:query-xcbl-order-translation.xsl">
<input name="query"/>
</operation>
<result name="translation"/>
</interaction-definition>

Figure 11: An interaction definition (query-xcbl-order.xml)
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At the operation level, the configuration data can be presented in many different ways.
Although a processor may have very sophisticated needs considering configuration, it is
recommended that the configuration data is represented in the XML format. From the
viewpoint of maintainability, the hierarchical structure of the configuration data has an
advantage by providing independence between the different levels. For example, if the
passwords of the users are changed, there is no need to make changes at the system or
interaction level. On the other hand, if the access check is removed, the configuration
data remains the same at the system level.

3.1.4 Evaluation of feasibility
The first objective of the evaluation was to find out how and to what extent the CA
could support supply chain integration between companies.
Finding 1: The industrial case suggested the feasibility of XML together with the
chosen architecture and configuration mechanism as an implementation approach to the
integration system.
The implementation process of the CA appeared to be flexible due to the fact that the
interaction definitions are stored in text files that can be created and maintained by
means of ordinary text editors. Functional tests of the implemented business interactions
were completed successfully, including those that were run over the Internet. However,
with regard to purchase order, purchase order response and invoice documents, the
content checks revealed some disparities between the corresponding business
documents in EDIFACT and xCBL. The identified deviations mostly related to
differences between these e-business frameworks, which actually made a perfect match
impossible. Compared to EDIFACT, xCBL did not make the difference between the net
and gross price in the purchase orders and invoices. xCBL also required information
about the document language. This indicated the disparity of EDIFACT and xCBL.
Usually, such problems can be resolved because data structures can be flexibly added to
or removed from XML documents.
The chosen engine-processor architecture together with its XML-based configuration
mechanism proved to function well and to form a good basis for further development of
XML-based integration systems. Configuration of the CA required a lot of background
information. Getting this information required work and took time. In the industrial
case, the total amount of time needed for defining one business interaction was reported
to range from a couple of hours up to a couple of weeks. The large variation related
mostly to the complexity of XSLT translations determined by the characteristics of the
data structures to be mapped to each other. A rough estimate was that about 80% of the
XSLT translations were easy to write, whereas the remaining 20% required considerably
more effort at least in the learning phase. The translation was often considerably
facilitated by splitting it into a sequence of translations. It was estimated that, on
average, the interaction definition takes around one week of work. In some cases, only
about 5% of the time was actually spent on writing the interaction definitions. These
were based on the developers’ estimate, provided that the work is done by an expert
with a good knowledge of XML, XSLT and xCBL, with a profound understanding of
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the integration system and with no previous knowledge of the company’s information
system to which the integration system is to be connected. These conditions applied to
the evaluators and developers of the CA. In addition, the business documents have to be
specified in advance, as they were in the industrial case, apart from one business
interaction. If the configuration process involves business planning (e.g. negotiations
between several business partners on the business documents), then much more time
will be needed. In the course of time, things get easier due to the learning effect. For
example, modifications to the existing business interactions were performed fluently.
The existing interaction definitions also formed a good basis for the definition of new
ones of a similar kind.

3.1.5 Evaluation of benefits and costs
The second objective of the evaluation was to assess the viability of the CA by
identifying its potential business benefits and expected implementation and operating
costs.
Finding 2a: The business benefits of the XML-based integration system prototype were
to a small extent higher than the benefits of the EDI-based integration system in the
industrial case.
The industrial case suggested that the business benefits of integration systems in general
are highly dependent on the scope of their implementation and on case-specific needs. In
the case of ABB, they mostly related to production planning and control as well as the
functioning of the customer interface. In consequence, ABB was especially interested in
the possibility of exchanging information related to the subcontractor’s capacity and
order status. The assessed benefits were related to enhanced information management,
more efficient use of the available production resources and shorter lead times. InCap
emphasized the importance of demand forecasts as a medium in its production planning
practice. All business interactions that were identified as potentially useful by ABB
were either implemented or could have been implemented in the CA. Some of those
business interactions were not supported by EDIFACT and only a few of them were
actually used in Finland. With regard to purchase orders, purchase order responses and
invoices, the expected benefits were similar to those of the EDI-based integration
system (e.g. higher efficiency of administrative routines). Of other useful business
interactions, order lists and demand forecasts were implemented in the CA. The XML
format facilitated their implementation in the business documents and their
configuration in the CA.
Finding 2b: The implementation and operating costs of the XML-based integration
system prototype were lower than the costs of the EDI-based integration system in the
industrial case.
When assessing the potential starting points for implementing the CA, two different
scenarios were identified: establishing a new connection or replacing an existing
connection between ABB and one of its subcontractors. The general conclusion was that
in both scenarios the demands of implementation on a company would be very similar
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but two special characteristics were identified. The first special characteristic relates to
the utilization of the Internet instead of the VANs. On one hand, there would be no
VAN operator between the two companies, which in turn would probably result in
significant savings in the communication charges. On the other hand, it is up to the user
companies to establish a proper solution for managing the connection. In the VANs, the
VAN operator provides this solution. It was not clear how much a corresponding
Internet-based solution might cost. The second special characteristic has to do with the
industrial case when the subcontractor decides to operate the integration system through
a web browser instead of an integration system of its own. In such a case, the
subcontractor’s implementation process would be relatively straightforward. From the
main contractor’s viewpoint, this scenario involves several uncertainties. For example,
erroneous messages are more likely to end up in operative information systems causing
excess administrative work. There is no obvious solution to this challenge, although
proper training is certainly a key issue. However, it can be reckoned that the main
contractor would have to invest more time and resources in supervising the use of the
integration systems.
The implementation costs of EDI-based supply chain integration were assessed to be
higher than the costs of the CA. With regard to the amount of necessary work alone, the
introduction of a new EDI message type that corresponds to the definition of a new
business interaction in the CA was found to require a new EDI module and about 200
hours of related specification and testing work. Opening a new connection, i.e. taking a
particular message type in use between two companies, was found to require a couple of
days of testing. Provided that the testing times were about the same with regard to the
EDI-based integration system and CA, it was estimated that implementing a new EDI
message type was at least three to four times more expensive than implementing a new
business document with the CA. This was based on the ABB system specialists’
experience on EDI development.
In 2001, Finnish software vendors showed interest in the CA but they were not able to
give any estimate of the order of the future license fees for a CA type of commercial
integration system. When the communication charges are taken into account, the XMLbased integration system seems to have lower operating costs because it is based on the
use of the Internet. However, it is difficult to say whether the communication charges
for XML-based integration systems could be commensurate with those of EDI-based
integration systems.

3.2 XML-based e-business frameworks and their
standardization
3.2.1 Research approach
Publication (III) analyzes 12 prominent XML-based e-business frameworks to identify
the key variables and values related to their properties and standardization. This
publication also identifies the relationships between the values of these variables and
explains why these relationships exist. The preliminary results of the analysis were
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presented in an international workshop (Kotinurmi et al. 2003) whose participants were
researchers of ICT standards and standardization. The feedback given in this workshop
has provided the opportunity to improve the analysis. Of the dozens of XML-based ebusiness frameworks, CIDX, cXML, ebXML, OAGIS, papiNet, PIDX, RosettaNet,
Universal Business Language (UBL) (OASIS 2004c) and xCBL were chosen. This
sample was extended by BPEL, Business Process Modeling Language (BPML) (BPMI
2004) and XML Process Description Language (XPDL) (WfMC 2004). All these ebusiness frameworks support industrial procurement, design, production or distribution
and had active standardization in 2004. The sample of XML-based e-business
frameworks contains both pioneers, such as OAGIS and xCBL, newcomers, such as
BPEL and UBL, as well as e-business frameworks that have been in the limelight, such
as ebXML and RosettaNet. The chosen e-business frameworks can be regarded as
successes rather than failures. Each one of them is supported by one or more software
providers, such as BEA, Fujitsu, IBM, Microsoft, Oracle and webMethods.
The analysis was primarily based on the specifications of the e-business frameworks but
also used other information available on the web pages of the e-business frameworks,
such as information on members, organization, intellectual property rights (IPR) and
news. The literature was also analyzed to identify key variables and their possible values
and to assign these values to the variables. First, three variables related to the properties
of the e-business frameworks, four variables related to their standardization and possible
values for these variables were identified. Then, these e-business frameworks were
summarized on the basis of these variables and values. This summary was based on the
situation at the end of 2004. The summary was utilized to find out commonalities and
regularities between these e-business frameworks and their standardization. The
selection of cut-off points in any analysis is somewhat arbitrary. The lower and upper
quartiles are measures often used to summarize a sample set. Based loosely on these
measures, one quarter and three quarters were selected as cut-off points to indicate
regularities and commonalities. For a commonality, one variable has the same value for
more than three quarters of e-business frameworks. For regularity, two or more variables
have the same values for more than one quarter but at most three quarters of e-business
frameworks. Finally, these commonalities and regularities were explained.
For the properties of the XML-based e-business frameworks, three technical key
variables have been identified, as presented in publication (I) as well as by Medjahed et
al. (2003). The variables have three values including no value. These values are
assigned to the variables, as shown in Table 4.
•

Business documents - what information should the business partners share? If the ebusiness framework follows the specific document approach, it defines the particular
business documents to be represented in XML. If the e-business framework is based
on the generic document approach, it provides means to define the business
documents.

•

Business processes - when should the business partners share information? If the ebusiness framework is based on the specific process approach, it defines the
particular business processes. If the e-business framework follows the generic
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process approach, it provides means to define the business processes to be
represented in XML.
•

Messaging - how should the business partners share information? If the e-business
framework covers messaging, either MSG or RNIF is used.
Table 4: Properties of XML-based e-business frameworks
E-business
framework
BPEL
BPML
CIDX
cXML
ebXML
OAGIS
papiNet
PIDX
RosettaNet
UBL
xCBL
XPDL

Business
documents

Business
processes
Generic
Generic
Specific
Specific
Generic
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Generic

Specific
Specific
Generic
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific
Specific

Messaging

RNIF
MSG
RNIF
MSG
RNIF
RNIF

Jakobs (2002) and Shapiro and Varian (1999) offer a starting point to identify nontechnical key variables. The four variables characterize standardization of the XMLbased e-business frameworks. Two to three alternative values have been identified for
these variables. Table 5 presents the values assigned to the variables.
•

Industry - what kind of use is the e-business framework directed to? If the
standardization aims to cover all industries, the e-business framework is a crossindustry one. Respectively, the e-business framework is an industry-specific one if
its standardization focuses on one or a few industries. The specifications of the ebusiness frameworks express whether the e-business framework is industry-specific
or not.

•

Drivers - what kinds of members drive the standardization? Software vendor and
consulting companies, other companies and non-profit organizations are members
involved in the standardization of e-business frameworks. In some cases, there is a
difference between full members, who have to pay for their membership and may
have greater power in the standardization, and other members. In other cases, all
members are full members but they may not have to pay for their membership. If the
majority of full members are software vendor and consulting companies, the vendors
drive the standardization of the e-business framework. Respectively, the users drive
this standardization if the majority of full members are other companies. Otherwise,
the standardization is neutral.

•

Organization - how is the standardization organized? Formal standardization is
based on an SDO. This is a non-profit organization, in which the board and rules
guide its members who prepare the standardization work. Informal standardization
allows companies that want to be members involved in the standardization to do
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their work without an additional organization. It is also possible to differentiate
between a formal and an informal organization because either the SDO or the
companies have IPRs of the e-business framework.
•

Openness – to what extent is the e-business framework open? At one extreme, the ebusiness framework is fully open if it is subject to no IPRs. At the other extreme, the
SDO or companies use patents, trademarks or copyrights to exercise control over
their e-business framework. The e-business framework can also be semi-open if the
SDO or companies have copyrights to the e-business framework but they as
licensors grant perpetual, non-exclusive, royalty-free rights to publish, use and
implement the e-business framework without warranty of any kind. As conditions of
the membership or license, the members and licensees must agree not to use the ebusiness framework in any misleading manner and not to assert any IPRs against the
licensors or any others to publish, use or implement the e-business framework.
Table 5: Standardization of XML-based e-business frameworks
E-business
framework
BPEL
BPML
CIDX
cXML
ebXML
OAGIS
papiNet
PIDX
RosettaNet
UBL
xCBL
XPDL

Industry

Drivers

Organization

Openness

Cross
Cross
Specific
Cross
Cross
Cross
Specific
Specific
Specific
Cross
Cross
Cross

Vendors
Vendors
Users
Vendors
Vendors
Vendors
Users
Users
Users
Vendors
Vendors
Vendors

Formal
Formal
Formal
Informal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Formal
Informal
Formal

Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi
Semi

3.2.2 Commonalities in standardization
The first commonality rests on the variable Openness and the second on Organization,
as shown in Table 5.
Finding 3a: E-business frameworks are limitedly open.
Although XML-based e-business frameworks follow copyright licensing, their openness
is essential. In order to guarantee openness, SDOs and companies use copyrights to have
limited control (Shapiro and Varian 1999). This may resemble copyleft licensing but the
licensees do not have to publish the source code for their system products that utilize the
e-business framework. In addition, the licensees may have no rights to modify the ebusiness framework. If this source code had to be published, the e-business framework
might not be attractive commercially. In addition, if the members or licensees could
modify the e-business framework and set IPRs unilaterally, they could extend the ebusiness frameworks in proprietary directions.
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Finding 3b: The standardization of e-business frameworks is mostly organized
formally.
Excluding cXML and xCBL, the standardization of XML-based e-business frameworks
is organized formally. Therefore, standardization seems to take place more in formal
settings than in informal settings (Shapiro and Varian 1999). For example, BizTalk Ebusiness framework driven by Microsoft has been closed and BPEL, driven first by
BEA, IBM, Microsoft, SAP and Siebel, was later standardized under OASIS. Formal
organizations can be regarded as committees and informal organizations as markets.
Since most e-business frameworks are standardized through committees, this indicates
to some extent that the committees have advantages over the markets, as Farrell and
Saloner (1986) have found.

3.2.3 Regularities between properties and standardization
The first regularity is based on the variables Business documents, Business processes
and Messaging presented in Table 4 and Industry in Table 5, whereas the variables
Industry and Drivers, as shown in Table 5, create a basis for the second regularity.
Finding 4a: Industry-specific e-business frameworks are more comprehensive than
cross-industry e-business frameworks.
The industry-specific e-business frameworks define particular business documents and
particular business processes as well as cover messaging. Excluding OAGIS, the crossindustry e-business frameworks are less comprehensive. Although cXML, xCBL and
UBL provide particular business documents and particular business processes, they
ignore messaging. BPEL, BPML and XPDL enable generic business processes. ebXML
deals with messaging but focuses on generic business documents and generic business
processes. Generally, the industry-specific e-business frameworks have an exact
vocabulary for particular business documents and descriptions for particular business
processes. In comparison, the cross-industry e-business frameworks produce less
detailed specifications for more generic use.
Finding 4b: Users prefer the standardization of industry-specific e-business
frameworks, whereas vendors favor the standardization of cross-industry e-business
frameworks.
A user does not want to participate in lengthy standardization for all industries if its
main business partners represent the same or closely related industry. When a user
participates in the standardization, it usually concentrates on only one e-business
framework, probably because the adoption of the e-business framework is costly. For
example, StoraEnso is involved in papiNet and Nokia in RosettaNet. By participating,
the users can affect the results and concentrate on the problems that are important in
their situation. For vendors, the existence of an e-business framework can be important
but they do not have specific requirements. Obviously, they aim to support e-business
frameworks that have as many users as possible, because supporting an e-business
framework requires investment in the system product development. In addition, the
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vendors may participate in the standardization of two or more e-business frameworks.
For example, IBM and Sun Microsystems are involved in BPEL, OAGIS and
RosettaNet.
In the context of XML-based e-business frameworks, there is a trade-off between
performance and compatibility (Shapiro and Varian 1999). However, this trade-off is
more important in business interactions between different users than between different
e-business frameworks or their different versions. Shapiro and Varian (1999) have
argued that large networks have advantages over small networks in adoption. If an ebusiness framework has more adopters than another e-business framework, the former
has an advantage over the latter. This could mean that although many e-business
frameworks coexist in the short run, only one e-business framework survives in the long
run. A more generic e-business framework can be expected to have more potential users
than a more specific e-business framework. However, not only the expectations of a
number of potential adopters are vital. The value of the e-business framework depends
on the number of users as well as on the number of business interactions between the
users. An e-business framework used more intensively by a small number of companies
can be much more valuable than another e-business framework used less intensively by
a large number of companies. Although users tend to play a minor role in
standardization in general (Jakobs 2002), their participation seems to be very important
in the standardization of XML-based e-business frameworks. The findings indicate that
users are interested in deeper use, whereas vendors stress wider use. There are different
preferences not only between vendors and users but also among the users, as Jakobs et
al. (1998) have noted. For example, a service company collaborates with business
partners from a large number of industries, whereas a manufacturing company has
business partners from a small number of industries. Therefore, the existence of only
one e-business framework is not necessarily the best outcome.

3.3 Use of EDI and XML
3.3.1 Research approach
Publication (IV) studies the use of the ASC X12, EDIFACT and XML formats in ebusiness frameworks and the use of EDI-based or XML-based e-business frameworks in
companies. It also discusses a lock-in to EDI formats in e-business frameworks and to
EDI-based e-business frameworks in companies. Publication (IV) explores rather than
tests hypotheses. The use of EDI and XML formats takes place in two phases. First, an
SDO develops an e-business framework that is based on a data format. Finally, a
company uses an information system that supports the e-business framework. This
raises two questions.
To what extent do SDOs use EDI and XML formats in e-business frameworks? A
comparative analysis was carried out to identify the effects of XML format on the use of
ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats in e-business frameworks. A sample of 38 e-business
frameworks was mainly formed on the basis of the web pages of OASIS (2005) and
UNECE (2005). This sample is not exhaustive but includes EDI-based and XML-based
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e-business frameworks developed in the EU or US. Pre-ASC X12 e-business
frameworks, such as Uniform Communication Standard (UCS) in the US, as well as
pre-EDIFACT e-business frameworks, such as GENCOD in France, SEDAS in
Germany and Trading Data Communications (TRADACOMS) in the UK, were
excluded. Information on the development and properties of the e-business frameworks
was collected from the web pages of their SDOs. For some e-business frameworks, this
information had to be collected by contacting the SDOs involved in their development.
The information was based on the situation at the beginning of 2006.
To what extent do companies use EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks? A
statistical analysis was used to analyze the effects of the year, country and industry on
the use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks in European companies.
The data were based on two e-business surveys carried out by e-Business W@tch,
which was launched to monitor the maturity of e-business across different sectors in the
EU, EEA and Accession countries in 2001 by the European Commission. The second
part of the e-Business Survey 2003 (e-Business W@tch 2004) consisted of 4570
telephone interviews with companies from 25 European countries within ten sectors. It
was carried out in November 2003 using computer-aided telephone interview (CATI)
technology. The first part of the survey was excluded because it did not deal with XMLbased e-business frameworks. The e-Business Survey 2005 (e-Business W@tch 2005)
had a scope of 5218 telephone interviews with companies from seven EU countries
within ten sectors. It was carried out in January and February 2005 using CATI
technology. The respondents in these surveys were mainly IT managers in larger
companies and general managers in smaller companies. The following observations
were included in the sample:
•

A company has access to the Internet.

•

A company does business in the old market economy, i.e. Austria, Belgium, Cyprus,
Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden or UK, or in the new market economy, i.e. Czech Republic,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovak Republic or Slovenia.

•

A company does business in the food and beverages (NACE code: 15.1-9), textile,
footwear and leather (17.1-7, 18.1-2, 19.3), publishing and printing (22.1-3),
chemicals and chemical products (24.1-6, 25.1-2), machinery and equipment (29.15), electrical machinery and electronics (30.01-02, 31.1-2, 32.1-3), transport
equipment (34.1-3, 35.1-5), construction (45.1-5), retail (52.11-12, 52.4), ICT
services (64.2, 72.1-6) or business services (74.1-8) sector.

If some observations are dependent, it is impossible to make a difference between
correlated variables and correlated observations. To ensure that each observation is
sampled independently, i.e. a company does not appear twice in the sample, an
observation was excluded if a company did business in the textile, footwear and leather
(17.1-4, 17.6-7, 18.1-2) or construction (45.2-4) sector in Germany, France, Italy,
Poland, Spain or UK in 2003 or in the chemicals and chemical products (24.4-5),
transport equipment (34.1-3, 35.3) or ICT services (72.1-6) sector in Czech Republic or
Poland in 2003. Before the statistical analysis, observations, in which a company did not
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know whether it used an EDI-based or XML-based e-business framework, were
removed so that 7593 usable observations were left.

3.3.2 EDI and XML formats in e-business frameworks
To what extent do SDOs use EDI and XML formats in e-business frameworks? Tables 6
and 7 summarize 18 EDI-based and 20 XML-based e-business frameworks in alphabetic
order. For each e-business framework, the summary covers the target, which includes a
geographical area and an industry, a year in which the first version was published or the
development was started, e-business frameworks, which have formed the basis of the
development, and further development, i.e. whether it had ceased before 2005 or was
active or inactive in 2005. The comparative analysis of e-business frameworks in Tables
6 and 7 supports one finding.
Table 6: ASC X12-based and EDIFACT-based e-business frameworks
E-business

Target

First
version
(started)

Based on ebusiness
frameworks

Further
development
in 2005

AIAG EDI

North American automotive
industry

1985

ASC X12

Active

ASC X12

All North American industries

1982

TDCC

Active

CEFIC EDI

European chemical industry

(1989)

EDIFACT

Ceased

CIAG EDI

North American construction
industry

(1991)

ASC X12

Inactive

CIDX EDI

North American chemical
industry

(1985)

ASC X12

Ceased

EANCOM

Retail industry

1990

EDIFACT,
TRADACOMS

Active

EDIBUILD

European construction industry

(1991)

EDIFACT

Inactive

EDIFACT

All industries

1987

ASC X12, GTDI

Active

EDIFER

European steel industry

1992

EDIFACT

Active

EDIFICE

European electronics industry

(1986)

EDIFACT

Active

EDIPAP

European paper industry

1993

EDIFACT

Ceased

EDITEX

European textile industry

(1990)

EDIFACT

Inactive

EIDX

North American electronics
industry

(1987)

ASC X12

Active

GCA EDI

North American publishing
industry

(1991)

ASC X12

Inactive

ODETTE
EDI

European automotive industry

1996

EDIFACT,
ODETTE

Active

PIDX EDI

North American petroleum
industry

(1986)

ASC X12

Ceased

RINET

European insurance industry

(1988)

EDIFACT

Ceased

VICS EDI

North American retail industry

1987

ASC X12, UCS

Active

framework
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Table 7: XML-based e-business frameworks
E-business

Target

First
version

Based on ebusiness
frameworks

Further
development
in 2005

ACORD
XML

Insurance industry

1999

ACORD, RINET

Active

BPEL

Private business processes

2002

Active

BPML

Private business processes

2001

Active

CIDX XML

Chemical industry

2000

CIDX EDI

Active

cXML

All industries

1999

ASC X12,
EDIFACT

Active

ebXML
BPSS

Public business processes

2001

ESIDEL

European steel industry

2003

EDIFER

Active

FIXML

Financial services industry

2002

FIX

Active

GS1 XML

Retail industry

2001

EANCOM, VICS
EDI

Active

IFX

Financial services industry

2000

OFX

Active

MODA-ML

European textile industry

2003

EDITEX

Active

OAGIS
XML

All industries

1998

OAGIS

Active

OFX XML

Financial services industry

1999

OFX

Active

papiNet

Paper, publishing, wood
products industries

2001

EDIPAP, GCA
EDI

Active

PIDX XML

Petroleum industry

2001

PIDX EDI

Active

RosettaNet
PIP

Electronics, ICT, logistics
industries

1998

swiftML

Financial services industry

2002

SWIFT

Active

UBL

All industries

2004

xCBL

Active

xCBL

All industries

1998

CBL

Inactive

XPDL

Private business processes

2002

Framework

Active

Active

Active

Finding 5: The EDI formats have retained a strong position in cross-industry-document
e-business frameworks, whereas the XML format dominates in cross-industry-process ebusiness frameworks and has gained a significant footing in industry-specific e-business
frameworks.
There are a larger number of XML-based than EDI-based cross-industry-document ebusiness frameworks. The number of XML-based cross-industry-document e-business
frameworks has been even larger. For example, Microsoft’s BizTalk Framework and
Vitria’s Value Chain Markup Language (VCML) have closed down. UNECE and ANSI
have also shown their interests in the XML format. In 2001, they announced joint
participation in the development of ebXML Core Components Technical Specification
(CCTS), which provides a method for building business documents. For example,
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CCTS has been applied to UBL and Context Inspired Component Architecture (CICA),
which offers a modular approach to creating XML documents based on ASC X12.
Only XML-based cross-industry-process e-business frameworks exist. These e-business
frameworks provide an approach not only to automate the exchange of individual
business documents but to support the execution of entire business processes. Although
these e-business frameworks are newcomers, they have already received a lot of
attention. For example, OAGIS and RosettaNet offer guidelines for specifying their
business processes using ebXML BPSS.
The XML format challenges the EDI formats in industry-specific e-business
frameworks. In the financial services industry, FIX and SWIFT have not left much room
for the EDI formats. Respectively, the XML format has been more successful due to
FIXML and swiftML. In the chemical, insurance, paper and petroleum industries, SDOs
abandoned the further development of their EDI-based e-business frameworks after
XML-based e-business frameworks were introduced. In the electronics, publishing,
retail, steel and textile industries, SDOs are involved in the development of both EDIbased and XML-based e-business frameworks. In the automotive industry, the SDOs of
AIAG EDI and ODETTE EDI have been jointly developing an XML-based e-business
framework since 2003. In the construction industry, there are ongoing development
projects of XML-based e-business frameworks that are independent of CIAG EDI and
EDIBUILD. There have also been many plans to unify XML-based industry-specific ebusiness frameworks (e.g. CIDX and PIDX) but so far the degree of realization of these
plans has been modest.
According to David (1985) and Katz and Shapiro (1985), a superior non-proprietary
standard may not be adopted because an older non-proprietary standard has the
advantage. Therefore, SDOs should be locked into the EDI formats in their e-business
frameworks. The ASC X12 format is older than the EDIFACT format, which in turn is
older than the XML format. The EDI and XML formats are also non-proprietary
standards. As the use of the XML format in e-business frameworks point out, there is no
significant lock-in to the EDI formats. This is hardly possible if the XML format has no
advantages over the EDI formats. Firstly, EDI-based industry-specific e-business
frameworks are mostly modified subsets of ASC X12 and EDIFACT. This improves the
compatibility between different EDI-based e-business frameworks but impairs the
possibilities of taking into account industry-specific needs. For example, GCA EDI has
concentrated on the publishing industry and EDIPAP on the paper industry, whereas
papiNet covers both of these industries as well as the wood products industry.
Moreover, XML-based e-business frameworks (e.g. RosettaNet) are often global,
whereas ASC X12-based e-business frameworks (e.g. EIDX) are indented for North
America and EDIFACT-based e-business frameworks (e.g. EDIFICE) for the rest of the
world, especially for Europe. Finally, there exist many XML technologies (W3C 2005).
A large number of open-source tools support these technologies and IT professionals are
well aware of these tools (OASIS 2005).
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3.3.3 EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks in
companies
To what extent do companies use EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks?
Of 7593 European companies, 6030 companies did not use EDI-based or XML-based ebusiness frameworks, 651 companies used at least EDI-based e-business frameworks,
625 at least XML-based e-business frameworks and 287 both EDI-based and XMLbased e-business frameworks. In all, 12.4% of the European companies used EDI-based
and 12.0% XML-based e-business frameworks. Figure 12 and Tables 8, 9 and 10
summarize the extent to which the European companies have used e-business
frameworks in different years, countries and industries. A difference is made between
the years 2003 and 2005, old and new market economies as well as industries, taking
into account industry-specific e-business frameworks. Based on Tables 6 and 7, there
are no EDI-based or XML-based industry-specific e-business frameworks for the food
and beverages, machinery and equipment and business services industries, only EDIbased industry-specific e-business frameworks for the transport equipment and
construction industries, only XML-based industry-specific e-business frameworks for
the chemicals and chemical products and ICT services industries and both EDI-based
and XML-based industry-specific e-business frameworks for the textile, footwear and
leather, publishing and printing, electrical machinery and electronics and retail
industries.
Only EDI

Both EDI and XML

Only XML

24 %
22 %
20 %
18 %
16 %
14 %
12 %
10 %
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%
2003

Overall

Year

2005

Old

New

Country

No

Only
EDIbased

Only
XMLbased

Both

Industry

Figure 12: A histogram of the use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks
According to Pearson χ2(degree of freedom) tests and contingency coefficients, there are
statistically significant associations between the use of e-business frameworks and
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years, countries and industries at the 0.001 level (p < 0.001). Tables 8, 9 and 10 lead to
three findings.
Table 8: The use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks in different years
Year

2003
2005
Pearson χ2(3) test (p-value)
Contingency coefficient (p-value)

Number of companies
No
Only Only
EDI
EDI XML
or
XML
2849 274
244
3181 377
381
21.67 (0.0)
0.53 (0.0)

Both
EDI
and
XML
121
166

Total

% of companies
EDI
XML

3488
4105

11.3
13.2

10.5
13.4

Finding 6a: The use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks has
increased in 2004. However, the use of XML-based e-business frameworks has
increased more than the use of EDI-based e-business frameworks (0 < 13.2 – 11.3 <
13.4 – 10.5).
E-business frameworks are becoming more common in companies. This also reflects the
fact that EDI-based e-business frameworks have not blocked the entry of XML-based ebusiness frameworks. On the other hand, XML-based e-business frameworks have not
displaced all EDI-based e-business frameworks. XML-based e-business frameworks
took less than a decade to achieve the degree of use that took EDI-based e-business
frameworks nearly two decades.
Table 9: The use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks in different
countries
Countries

Old market economies
New market economies
Pearson χ2(3) test (p-value)
Contingency coefficient (p-value)

Number of companies
No
Only Only
EDI
EDI XML
or
XML
4163 482
396
1867 169
229
17.18 (0.001)
0.05 (0.001)

Both
EDI
and
XML
201
86

Total

% of companies
EDI
XML

5242
2351

13.0
10.9

11.4
13.4

Finding 6b: XML-based e-business frameworks are more widely used in the new
market economies than EDI-based e-business frameworks (10.9 < 13.4). In comparison,
EDI-based e-business frameworks are more widely used in the old market economies
than XML-based e-business frameworks (13.0 > 11.4).
An empirical finding of Westarp et al. (1999) indicates that ASC X12 and EDIFACT
have a significant user base in the leading capitalist countries. According to these
results, the use of ASC X12 and EDIFACT has increased from the end of the 1980s so
that about 35% of the 1000 largest enterprises used EDIFACT in Germany and about
45% of the 1000 largest enterprises used ASC X12 in the US in 1997. In the former
socialist countries, e-business has had no room before the liberalization of the economy
at the beginning of the 1990s. For this reason, the new market economies have lagged
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several years behind the old market economies in the use of e-business frameworks. A
small user base of EDI-based e-business frameworks has made it easier to bring XMLbased e-business frameworks into use in the new market economies.
Table 10: The use of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks in different
industries
Industries

No EDI-based or XML-based
industry-specific e-business
frameworks
Only EDI-based industry-specific ebusiness frameworks
Only XML-based industry-specific
e-business frameworks
Both EDI-based and XML-based
industry-specific e-business
frameworks
Pearson χ2(9) test (p-value)
Contingency coefficient (p-value)

Number of companies
No
Only Only
EDI
EDI
XML
or
XML
1594 158
111

Both
EDI
and
XML
71

Total

% of companies
EDI
XML

1934

11.8

9.4

1347

160

69

28

1604

11.7

6.1

1230

129

277

106

1742

13.5

22.0

1859

204

168

82

2313

12.4

10.8

244.92 (0.0)
0.18 (0.0)

Finding 6c: XML-based e-business frameworks are more common than EDI-based ebusiness frameworks in the industries for which there exists an XML-based but no EDIbased industry-specific e-business framework (13.5 < 22.0). In other industries, EDIbased e-business frameworks are more common than XML-based e-business
frameworks (11.8 > 9.4, 11.7 > 6.1, 12.4 > 10.8).
Different industries have different needs. Although a cross-industry-document ebusiness framework may have more potential users than an industry-specific e-business
framework, the value of the e-business framework does not only depend on the number
of its users. An industry-specific e-business framework enabling a larger number of
business interactions among a small number of companies can be more valuable than a
cross-industry-document e-business framework enabling a smaller number of business
interactions among a large number of companies. This explains the importance of
industry-specific e-business frameworks.
If no industry-specific e-business framework exists for the industry, EDI-based ebusiness frameworks are important. A theoretical finding of Farrell and Saloner (1985)
can explain this strong position of EDI-based e-business frameworks in such industries.
Selection of an e-business framework that matches the business partner’s selection can
be expected to be more difficult from a large than a small number of similar e-business
frameworks. If the number of XML-based e-business frameworks is larger than the
number of EDI-based e-business frameworks, the companies are more uncertain about
their business partners’ willingness to switch over to the same XML-based e-business
framework than to stay in the same EDI-based e-business framework.
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In addition to the data formats, the lock-in should apply to the e-business frameworks.
EDI-based e-business frameworks are mostly older than XML-based e-business
frameworks. Moreover, most of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks are
non-proprietary standards. As the use of XML-based e-business frameworks in
companies point out, there is no lock-in to EDI-based e-business frameworks. The use
of EDI-based e-business frameworks has not blocked the adoption of XML-based ebusiness frameworks. It is necessary to remember that all cross-industry-document and
industry-specific e-business frameworks do not specify only business documents. They
can specify business processes in which standardized business documents are
exchanged, as publication (I) explains. Many XML-based e-business frameworks (e.g.
papiNet and RosettaNet) but only few EDI-based e-business frameworks (e.g. EDIFICE)
specify business processes. If standardized business processes have positive effects on
the use of an e-business framework, EDI-based e-business frameworks lag behind
XML-based e-business frameworks. The support of some XML-based cross-industryprocess and industry-specific e-business frameworks in middleware products is
considerable. In 2004, the overall market share of BEA, Fujitsu, IBM, Microsoft and
Oracle was nearly 60% of the middleware products (Scannell 2005). The middleware
products are very important in e-business because their purpose is to enable the
interoperability of different information systems within and between companies. In
2005, all five leading middleware vendors supported BPEL and RosettaNet as well as
ASC X12 and EDIFACT.

3.4 Adoption and migration in supply chain
integration
3.4.1 Research approach
Publication (V) explores how organizational and technological factors explain the
adoption of e-business functions and the migration from EDI-based to XML-based
supply chain integration in European companies. This publication is based on an
exploratory study aimed at obtaining a clearer understanding of the e-business adoption
and migration in supply chain integration rather than to test prior hypotheses. A linear
regression analysis (Greene 2003) was used to study the adoption and a logistic
regression analysis (Menard 2002) to study the migration. The data were based on the
second part of the e-Business Survey 2003 and the e-Business Survey 2005 (e-Business
W@tch 2004, 2005) in the same way as in publication (IV). The analyses concentrated
on two dependent variables, nine independent variables and 23 control variables.
Observations with a missing value had to be removed by listwise deletion so that only
complete observations were used in the statistical analyses. These exclusions left 4570
usable observations for the adoption model and 329 for the migration model.
The variable Adoption is a dependent variable in the adoption model but also an
independent variable as a technological factor in the migration model. The binary
variable Migration is a dependent variable in the migration model. The descriptive
statistics of the dependent variables is presented in Table 11.
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Table 11: The descriptive statistics of dependent variables (adoption/migration)
Dependent
variable
Adoption
Migration

Mean
0.639/1.386
/0.21

Standard
deviation
1.027/1.375
/0.41

Min

Max

0/0
/0

5/5
/1

•

Adoption: “Does a company sell or purchase products online on the Internet or
through other computer-mediated networks or does it use online technologies other
than e-mail to collaborate with business partners in the design of new products, to
forecast product demand or to manage capacity or inventory?” This variable
aggregates the number of the following e-business functions in the company: online
sales, purchases, product design, demand forecasting and resource management. The
main e-business applications support one or more of these functions (Gunasekaran et
al. 2002).

•

Migration: “Does a company intend to replace EDI-based with XML-based ebusiness frameworks within the next 24 months in 2003 or the next 12 months in
2005?” This binary variable is relevant only if the company uses EDI-based ebusiness frameworks.

The variables Size, Scope and Skills are organizational factors, whereas the variables
EIS, EDI, VANEDI, InternetEDI, XML and Other are technological factors. The
descriptive statistics of the independent variables is presented in Table 12.
Table 12: The descriptive statistics of independent variables (adoption/migration)
Independent
variable
Size
Scope
Skills
EIS
EDI
VANEDI
InternetEDI
XML
Other

Mean
1.321/1.963
2.23/3.99
29.54/25.69
0.355/1.0
0.1/
/0.678
/0.641
0.09/
0.202/0.459

Standard
deviation
0.745/0.788
6.398/9.369
32.251/27.728
0.701/1.024
0.301/
/0.468
/0.803
0.285/
0.401/0.991

Min

Max

0.0/0.0
1/1
0/0
0/0
0/
/0
/0
0/
0/0

4.0/3.9
200/85
100/100
3/3
1/
/1
/1
1/
1/1

•

Size: “How many employees does a company have in the country?” The base-10
logarithm of the number of employees can be used as a proxy for the firm size
(Child 1973, Zhu et al. 2003). A logarithmic transformation is used to reduce the
variance of the firm size.

•

Scope: “How many sites does a company have in the country?” Since site means a
single organizational unit at a particular address, the number of sites measures the
geographical rather than operational firm scope (Child 1973, Zhu et al. 2003).

•

Skills: “What is the percentage of employees with a college or university degree in a
company?” The percentage can be used as a proxy for the skills (Bresnahan et al.
2002, Hempell 2005).
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•

EIS: “Does a company have ERP, SCM or CRM systems?” This variable aggregates
the number of the following enterprise information systems in the company: ERP,
CRM and SCM. These enterprise information systems play a key role in e-business
(Falk 2005, Gunasekaran and Ngai 2004, Ingram et al. 2002, Laudon and Laudon
2006).

•

EDI: “Does a company use EDI-based e-business frameworks, such as ASC X12,
EDIFACT, or EANCOM, to exchange standardized data?” This binary variable is
used in the adoption model.

•

VANEDI: “Does a company use EDI-based e-business frameworks over the VANs?”
This binary variable is relevant only in the migration model if the company uses
EDI-based e-business frameworks.

•

InternetEDI: “Does a company use EDI-based e-business frameworks over the
Internet?” This binary variable is relevant only in the migration model if the
company uses EDI-based e-business frameworks.

•

XML: “Does a company use XML-based e-business frameworks, such as cXML,
RosettaNet or UBL, to exchange standardized data?” This variable is binary.

•

Other: “Does a company use Standard Exchange for Product Data (STEP), technical
specifications agreed between the company and its business partner or any other
technical standards to exchange standardized data?” This variable is binary.

Some variations can be explained only if control variables are appropriately applied. It is
common to use binary variables to control the year, country and industry effects. In
publication (V), one binary variable Year controls the year effects, 22-23 binary
variables Countryi the country effects and ten binary variables Industryj the industry
effects. Tables 13 and 14 present the number of observations from different countries
and industries taking into account the year.
The independent and control variables are often entered into the linear combination
when the adoption or migration is the dependent variable in a regression model (e.g.
Hong and Zhu 2006, Prosser and Nickl 1997, Zhu et al. 2003). For these reasons, the
regression models are simple in publication (V). The adoption model is based on the
linear regression
Adoption = α + αSize Size + αScope Scope + αSkills Skills +
23

10

α EIS EIS + αEDI EDI + α XML XML + αOther Other + αYearYear + ∑ α Countryi + ∑ α Industry j + ε
i =1
j =1
C
i

,

(1)

I
j

where αs are coefficients and ε is an error term. The migration model relies on the
logistic regression
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 Ρ(Migration = 1 | Size,.., Industryj ) 
 = β + βSizeSize + βScopeScope + βSkillsSkills + βAdoptionAdoption+ βEIS EIS +
ln
,
 Ρ(Migration = 0 | Size,.., Industry ) 
j 

22

10

i =1

j =1

(2)

βVANEdIVANEDI + βInterneetEDI InternetEDI + βOtherOther + βYearYear + ∑ βiC Countryi + ∑ β Ij Industryj + ε

where Ρ() is a conditional probability, βs are coefficients and ε is an error term. Logistic
regression was chosen over linear regression because the dependent variable Migration
follows a nominal rather than an interval scale. The control variable of Latvia was
dropped from the migration model because there were no observations from Latvia.
Table 13: Observations from different countries (adoption/migration)
Country
Austria
Belgium
Cyprus
Czech
Republic
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy

Observations
2003
2005
46/3
0/0
181/10 0/0
33/2
0/0

Total
46/3
181/10
33/2

Country

49/4

245/25

294/29

34/6
226/2

0/0
0/0

34/6
226/2

139/13

0/0

139/13

77/8
72/2
157/2
152/11
109/5
67/2

331/57
290/37
0/0
0/0
0/0
385/12

408/65
362/39
157/2
152/11
109/5
452/14

Latvia
Lithuania
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Slovak
Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK
Total

Observations
2003
2005
47/0
0/0
32/1
0/0
151/5
0/0

Total
47/0
32/1
151/5

56/5

0/0

56/5

126/9
208/10

236/14
0/0

362/23
208/10

132/5

0/0

132/5

110/3
82/0
219/18
68/0
2573/
126

0/0
287/31
0/0
223/27
1997/
203

110/3
369/31
219/18
291/27
4570/
329

Table 14: Observations from different industries (adoption/migration)
Industry
Food and
beverages
Textile,
footwear and
leather
Publishing
and printing
Chemicals
and chemical
products
Machinery
and
equipment
Electrical
machinery
and
electronics

Observations
2003
2005

Industry
Total

0/0

271/40

271/40

291/15

257/29

548/44

0/0

226/20

226/20

282/20

240/34

522/54

0/0

259/13

259/13

Transport
equipment
Construction

Retail

Observations
2003
2005

Total

306/21

301/38

607/59

49/0

274/12

323/12

341/21

0/0

341/21

271/6

169/17

440/23

723/23

0/0

723/23

2573/
126

1997/
203

4570/
329

ICT services

Business
services
Total

310/20

0/0

310/20
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3.4.2 Adoption of e-business functions
The linear regression model (1) should be examined for multicollinearity and
heteroscedasticity (Greene 2003). High multicollinearity is a problem because the
relative importance of the independent variables is unreliable. This can be assessed by
the variance inflation factor (VIF). If the VIF of an independent variable is larger than
four or the VIF of a control is larger than ten, there is multicollinearity. The independent
variable EIS had the largest VIF 1.439 and the control variable of Italy 5.542. This
confirmed that there is no problem with high multicollinearity. Due to heteroscedasticity
of the variance of the error term, ordinary least squares (OLS) estimators are unbiased
and consistent but not efficient. This can affect the statistical significance of the
independent variable. The White test can be applied to detect heteroscedasticity. This
test has the null hypothesis that the variance of the error term is homoscedastic. Since
the null hypothesis was rejected (NR2 = 422.325, p = 0.0), this variance is
heteroscedastic. Instead of OLS estimators, White estimators were used in the linear
regression model. The results of the linear regression (1) are reported in Table 15.
Table 15: Adoption of e-business functions
Variable

α-

Constant
Size
Scope
Skills
EIS
EDI
XML
Other

coefficient
0.911
-0.002
0.008
0.0004
0.337
0.365
0.477
0.421

Standard
error
0.122
0.022
0.003
0.0005
0.029
0.064
0.072
0.044

pvalue
0.0
0.929
0.007
0.375
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

The value of R2 0.267 indicates that the independent and control variables can explain
26.7% of the variance of the dependent variable in the linear regression model. This
model fit is satisfactory. According to Table 15, all the variables related to technological
factors but only the variable Scope related to organizational factors are statistically
significant at the level 0.01 (p < 0.01). The significant variables lead to three findings.
Finding 7a: A company with a wider scope has more e-business functions (αScope > 0).
Finding 7a is consistent with the positive effects of the firm scope on the adoption
(Forman 2005, Zhu et al. 2003). Gurbaxani and Whang (1991) argue that the geographic
scope decreases the average operating costs and increases internal coordination costs but
its impacts on external coordination costs are ambiguous. E-business functions can be
important in internal supply chain integration because they also reduce internal
coordination costs. Although many papers stress the firm size, the variable Size is not
statistically significant. Forman (2005) and Zhu et al. (2003) present that the firm size
has a positive effect on the adoption. Hong and Zhu (2006) in turn argue that the firm
size has a negative effect. Following Black and Lynch (2001), Bresnahan et al. (2002)
and Hempell (2005), the skills should be positively associated with the adoption.
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However, the variable Skills is not statistically significant. In all, the adoption of ebusiness functions is not limited to larger companies and companies with higher skills.
Finding 7b: A company having more enterprise information systems has more ebusiness functions (αEIS > 0).
Finding 7c: A company exchanging standardized data has more e-business functions (0
< αEDI ≤ αOther ≤ αXML).
Findings 7b and 7c support relatively well the positive effects of technology competence
(Zhu et al. 2003), web functionalities and technology integration on the adoption (Hong
and Zhu 2006). In fact, both enterprise information systems and exchange of
standardized data play a major role in the adoption. This is consistent with the need for
technological readiness that the use of EDI requires (Chwelos et al. 2001, Iacovou et al.
1995). The aggregate and each of the enterprise information systems have a significant
effect. In addition, XML-based e-business frameworks, such as RosettaNet, have larger
effects and EDI-based e-business frameworks, such as EDIFACT, have smaller effects
on the adoption of e-business functions than other standards, such as STEP. However,
the differences in these effects are not statistically significant. The Wald test did not
reject the null hypothesis (W = 1.347, p = 0.51) that the restriction αEDI = αXML = αOther
holds. This does not disprove that the XML format enables more flexible or less
expensive exchange of standardized data than the EDI formats (e.g. Chiu and Chen
2005, Goutsos and Karacapilidis 2004). In fact, XML-based e-business frameworks
seem to support the adoption of a larger number of e-business functions than EDI-based
e-business frameworks. The data can be expected to convey richer information in
product design, demand forecasting and resource management functions than in sales
and purchases functions. For example, the exchange of purchase orders is relatively
easy, whereas information concerning engineering changes can be very complex.
The statistical analysis of the adoption leads to two implications. Firstly, companies
must pay attention to their technological capability to adopt e-business functions. This
capability constitutes enterprise information systems, such as ERP, and exchange of
standardized data, especially XML-based e-business frameworks. Even companies that
have a smaller number of employees are able to adopt e-business functions if they have
sufficient technological capability. Secondly, companies that have a large number of
sites at different addresses should pursue more proactively the adoption of e-business
functions given the greater potential to achieve benefits from e-business functions.

3.4.3 Migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business
frameworks
The logistic regression model (2) should be examined for multicollinearity and goodness
of fit (Menard 2002). The diagnostic for multicollinearity can be obtained by a linear
regression model using the same dependent, independent and control variables that are
used in a logistic regression model. By examining VIFs, the independent variable
VANEDI had the largest VIF 1.723 and the control variable of France 9.455. For this
reason, there was no high multicollinearity. The Hosmer-Lemeshow test can be utilized
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to assess the goodness of fit. This test has the null hypothesis that the logistic regression
model does not predict values significantly differently from the observed values. Since
the null hypothesis was not rejected (Ĥ = 3.66, p = 0.886), there is no difference
between the observed and predicted values. Maximum likelihood estimators were used
in the logistic regression model. The results of the logistic regression (2) are presented
in Table 16.
Table 16: No migration versus migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business
frameworks.
Variable

β-

Constant
Size
Scope
Skills
Adoption
EIS
VANEDI
InternetEDI
Other

coefficient
-3.057
0.928
0.039
0.018
0.402
0.216
0.2
0.465
-0.298

Standard
error
1.411
0.29
0.02
0.008
0.157
0.2
0.485
0.448
0.406

pvalue
0.03
0.001
0.053
0.022
0.01
0.28
0.68
0.299
0.463

The value of Nagelkerke R2 0.457 does not measure the explained percent of the
variance of the dependent variable but it approximates R2 in the logistic regression
model. The model fit is good. In Table 16, the variables Size and Skills associated with
organizational factors and the variable Adoption associated with technological factors
are statistically significant at the level 0.05 (p < 0.05). These significant variables result
in three findings.
Finding 8a: A larger company is more likely to replace EDI-based with XML-based ebusiness frameworks (βSize > 0).
Finding 8b: A company with higher skills is more likely to replace EDI-based with
XML-based e-business frameworks (βSkills > 0).
Finding 8a does not uphold that the firm size affects the migration negatively (Hong and
Zhu 2006). This is no surprise because the use of EDI is more common in larger
companies (Banerjee and Golhar 1994, Hill and Scudder 2002, Premkumar et al. 1997).
Since bringing a new e-business framework into use requires investments, larger
companies often have the resources to do this. In addition, the larger companies can
often utilize an e-business framework to such an extent that the benefits from the new ebusiness framework justify the investments in external supply chain integration
(Stefansson 2002). Finding 8b is consistent with Bartel and Lichtenberg (1987) who
present that highly educated employees have a comparative advantage with respect to
the implementation of new technologies. A possible explanation is that companies with
higher skills have better learned how to bring an e-business framework into use
successfully. These companies are also more willing to replace EDI-based with XMLbased e-business frameworks. The variable Scope is not statistically significant. If
internally-oriented enterprise information systems, especially ERP, reduce more internal
coordination costs than e-business frameworks, e-business frameworks play a minor role
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in internal supply chain integration. Therefore, the firm scope should not affect the
migration. In contrast to the adoption of e-business functions, larger companies and
companies with higher skills are more likely to migrate from EDI-based to XML-based
e-business frameworks.
Finding 8c: A company having more e-business functions is more likely to replace EDIbased with XML-based e-business frameworks (βAdoption > 0).
Finding 8c confirms to some extent that web functionalities influence the migration
positively (Hong and Zhu 2006). Only the number of the e-business functions adopted
has a significant effect on the migration. On the one hand, some companies have
experiences that XML-based e-business frameworks work so well with e-business
functions that there is no reason to use both EDI-based and XML-based e-business
frameworks. The update and use of multiple e-business frameworks is more costly,
especially if these e-business frameworks are based on different data formats. On the
other hand, some companies have strong expectations that XML-based e-business
frameworks will support e-business functions much better than EDI-based e-business
frameworks. The variables EIS, VANEDI, InternetEDI and Other are not statistically
significant. This contradicts the findings that externally-oriented enterprise information
systems, such as SCM and CRM, are positively (Hong and Zhu 2006) and VAN usage is
negatively related to the migration (Hong and Zhu 2006, Zhu et al. 2006). The use of
enterprise information systems is independent on the use of a particular e-business
framework. In addition, other standards or EDI-based e-business frameworks over the
VANs do not significantly slow down the migration to XML-based e-business
frameworks. The Internet gives globally available immediate access independent of
place and time and lowers the information processing and communication costs
(Manecke and Schoensleben, 2004) However, EDI-based e-business frameworks over
the Internet do not speed up the migration.
The statistical analysis of the migration provides two implications. Firstly, companies
need to assess the appropriateness of the migration from EDI-based to XML-based ebusiness frameworks to certain organizational characteristics, such as a large number of
employees or highly educated employees, as suggested by findings. Secondly,
companies that have adopted a large number of e-business functions should migrate
from EDI-based to XML-based e-business frameworks. VAN usage does not inhibit the
migration.
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4 Discussion
This section discusses the significance of the results of the thesis. Subsection 4.1
assesses the validity and reliability of these results and subsection 4.2 compares them
with the results presented in the previous research. Finally, subsection 4.3 proposes
topics for further research.

4.1 Validity and reliability
Although most of the results of the thesis have been published in international peerreviewed journals, it is necessary to assess their validity and reliability. The assessment
concentrates on matters that have improved the validity and reliability of the results and
on possible limitations of the results. This assessment is presented first in general and
then publication by publication.
Good research relies on validity and reliability. A research method is said to be valid if
it actually measures what it is supposed to measure. Reliability is concerned with the
extent to which a research method is able to produce the same data when measured at
different times or by different researchers, assuming that the phenomena being measured
has not actually changed. Triangulation strengthens a study by combining several kinds
of methods. Triangulation may include multiple research methods of data collection and
data analysis. The research methods chosen in the triangulation to test the validity and
reliability of a study depend on the criteria of the research. Since triangulation helps to
control biases and avoid limitations of a particular research method, it improves
confirmation and generalization of a study. This thesis combines several research
methods. A literature study was used in publication (I), design science research in
publication (II) and a comparative analysis in publication (III) to answer the question of
how XML and e-business frameworks support supply chain integration. Case study
research was utilized in publication (II), a comparative analysis in publication (IV) and
statistical analyses in publications (IV) and (V) to find an answer to the question of what
kind of a role XML-based e-business frameworks play in supply chain integration
compared to EDI-based e-business frameworks.
Since data formats, e-business frameworks, integration systems and papers on them are
artifacts made by humans, their research is not straightforward. For example, the current
integrations systems are different from those of two decades ago and the integration
systems after two decades will be more or less different from the current ones. The
considerable speed of change is also a major challenge. Understanding data formats and
e-business frameworks requires continuous follow-up because changes happen quickly
as the technologies and organizations evolve. Many new technologies have been
released over the past few years and new versions of some technologies emerge almost
on a monthly basis. A notable change is the use of XSD instead of DTD in validation.
Moreover, old e-business frameworks have disappeared and new ones have emerged.
For example, BizTalk Framework was officially closed in 2002 and eCo has been
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inactive for years, whereas the first full version of UBL was published in 2004. These
facts should be kept in mind when evaluating the validity and reliability of the results.
1. Publication (I) covered a large number of XML-based e-business frameworks.
Experiences from XML-based supply chain integration were also sought from
multiple sources. Publication (I) is limited in two ways. Its focus was directed on ebusiness frameworks that support industrial procurement, design, production or
distribution. Furthermore, security and reliability aspects of supply chain integration
were not studied in detail.
2. For publication (II), three versions of the CA were implemented and evaluated
within the industrial case. The preliminary versions of the CA were presented at
international conferences (Seilonen et al. 2001, Nurmilaakso et al. 2001). Instead of
using a commercial integration system, an integration system prototype was
developed and used to get an understanding of XML, XML technologies and XMLbased e-business frameworks in supply chain integration. Evaluation of the CA was
carried out to a large extent by researchers not involved in its design or
implementation. This was sensible for two reasons. On the one hand, developers of
the CA had no sufficient expertise to perform its evaluation. On the other hand, it
was necessary to minimize the potential bias resulting from the expertise of the CA.
The evaluation was based on experiments with the CA as well as interviews in the
case companies. In addition to the evaluators, the case companies’ representatives as
well as the developers of the CA reviewed the evaluation results. However,
publication (II) has four limitations. Firstly, a small number of business interactions
with the CA were evaluated within a single industrial case. Secondly, the CA was
never connected to operative information systems at ABB and never installed at
InCap. Therefore, only semi-automated business interactions were evaluated within
the industrial case. Thirdly, the CA was implemented over the Internet, whereas the
EDI-based integration system was used over the VAN. Fourthly, the CA did not
support a large number of functionalities and some important properties related to
security and reliability.
3. For publication (III), the preliminary results were presented in an international
workshop (Kotinurmi et al. 2003). The feedback pointed out that the variables
identified for the analysis of XML-based e-business frameworks and their
standardization are incontestable but the identification and assignment of their
values cannot be completely unambiguous. Publication (III) is limited in two ways.
An analysis of e-business frameworks and their standardization focused on a small
number of e-business frameworks supporting industrial procurement, design,
production or distribution. In addition, the results of this analysis were based on
analytical generalizations about instances. Although these instances admit
subsequent reinterpretations, they do not produce statistical generalizations.
4. Publication (IV) studied the use of data formats and e-business frameworks with a
large number of e-business frameworks and companies. This publication has four
limitations. The data on the use of data formats did not cover all possibly important
EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks. The data on the use of ebusiness frameworks were self-reported, which can cause reporting errors and
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sample biases. It is unavoidable in telephone interviews that there is no ideal
respondent. The general manager may not always be aware of the technical
implementations and the small company familiar with the technical terms. However,
a large survey sample reduces the effect of errors and biases. In addition, the data on
the use of e-business frameworks did not contain observations from some important
countries, such as the US, and industries, such as financial services. This may limit
the generalizability. It was also not possible to evaluate perfectly the changes in the
use of e-business frameworks. This would require the data on the same companies
over several years.
5. Publication (V) analyzed the adoption and migration in a large number of
companies. This publication is limited in four ways. As in publication (IV), the data
were self-reported but a large survey sample mitigates the effect of reporting errors
and sample biases. In addition, the data did not cover some important countries and
industries. Due to the nature of the data, some important organizational and
technological factors were ignored. This is one reason why regression models were
simple. The chosen factors are not latent but they measure organizations and
technologies at the general level. Finally, the regression models do not reveal causal
relationships but statistical associations.

4.2 Comparison with previous research
4.2.1 How do XML and e-business frameworks support supply
chain integration?
Compared to EDI-based supply chain integration, there is not much experience from
XML-based supply chain integration, as publication (I) clearly states. Considering how
much effort has been devoted to developing XML technologies and e-business
frameworks, it is amazing how few experiences have been properly reported from the
XML-based integration system prototypes and operative integration systems, especially
their benefits and costs. Except for Chiu and Chen (2005), none of the reported studies
cover both the technical and business aspects of XML-based supply chain integration,
which is one purpose of publication (II). A number of studies on the prototypes (e.g.
Buxmann et al. 2002, Chiu and Chen 2005, Kotinurmi et al. 2004, Lu et al. 2001,
Tikkala et al. 2005) and case studies on the operative integration systems (e.g. Auramo
et al. 2005, Lu et al. 2006, RosettaNet 2002a, Yen et al. 2004) point out that XML and
basic XML technologies work in supply chain integration. The first impression may be
that XML is much ado about nothing. The context-free languages can be scanned and
parsed using well-known open-source tools, such as Lex and Yacc (Aho et al. 1986).
Transformations with XSLT and simple validations with DTD and XSD are easier
because less programming is required. Of course, these technologies also suffer from
some deficiencies (e.g. Kotinurmi et al. 2004, Tikkala et al. 2005). However, the fact is
that basic XML technologies enable the exchange of business documents as XML
documents between the business partners’ information systems. In addition, XML
provides means for describing business processes, as publication (I) argues, or it can be
used to configure “technical” processes for business interactions, as publication (II)
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demonstrates. Publication (II) also points out that XML-based semi-automated business
interactions can be useful. This kind of a solution can work with the companies having
an insufficient IT infrastructure (Yen et al. 2004).
There are two interesting papers considering the division of labor between the data
formats and e-business frameworks. Hasselbring and Weigand (2001) make a difference
between the standardization at the lexical, syntactic and semantic level. This view
concurs with publication (I). Data formats, such as XML, are necessary standards in
syntactic interpretations but insufficient in semantic interpretations. Medjahed et al.
(2003) present that the B2B interaction standards deal with communication, content and
business process layers. There are clear similarities between the simultaneous work of
Medjahed et al. (2003) and publications (I) and (III). The content layer corresponds to
the business document issues, the business process layer to the business process issues
and the communication layer in the B2B interaction standards to the messaging issues in
the e-business frameworks. Four papers (Chari and Seshadri 2004, Medjahed et al.
2003, Nelson et al. 2005, Shim et al. 2000) seem to compare the basic properties of
XML-based e-business frameworks. All of these papers deal with business document
issues, three papers with business process issues and three papers with messaging issues.
Shim et al. (2000) as well as Chari and Seshadri (2004) also take into account industry
domain specificity. Compared to these papers, publications (I) and (III) cover a larger
number of XML-based e-business frameworks.
According to publication (III), there are commonalities and regularities related to the
properties and standardization of XML-based e-business frameworks. All e-business
frameworks are limitedly open so that they cannot be modified or extended in
proprietary directions. This commonality is supported by the simultaneous work of
Nelson et al. (2005), which suggests that the standardization of XML-based industryspecific e-business frameworks is based on free provision of standards. Most XMLbased e-business frameworks are standardized in formal organizations that can be
regarded as committees. This commonality matches well with the theoretical findings
presented in the literature (Farrell and Saloner 1988, Shapiro and Varian 1999). Chari
and Seshadri (2004) argue that most of XML-based industry-specific e-business
frameworks are consortia-based standards. The negative reactions of financial markets
to non-proprietary standardization (Aggarwal et al. 2006) may explain why companies
participate in standardization of e-business frameworks indirectly through committees
rather than directly through markets. In addition, there are two regularities. Industryspecific e-business frameworks seem to be more comprehensive in their properties than
cross-industry e-business frameworks. Vendors tend to drive the standardization of
cross-industry e-business frameworks, whereas users tend to drive the standardization of
industry-specific e-business frameworks. These regularities differ from the findings
presented in the literature (e.g. Shapiro and Varian 1999). Firstly, supply chain
integration depends on the volume, diversity, breadth and depth of the business
interactions (Massetti and Zmud 1996). Secondly, the users have an important role in
the standardization of e-business frameworks, although the vendors have traditionally
dominated the standardization (Jakobs 2002).
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4.2.2 Compared to EDI-based e-business frameworks, what
kind of a role do XML-based e-business frameworks play in
supply chain integration?
Many papers (e.g. Hsieh and Lin 2004, Gosain et al. 2003, Kanakamedala et al. 2003,
Power 2005, Reimers 2001, Wareham et al. 2005) deal with questions about the
advantages and disadvantages of EDI and XML. Their answers are more or less
ambiguous. Empirical evidence is also quite limited. The literature seems to contain no
paper which compares the use of EDI and XML formats in e-business frameworks or
analyzes the use or impacts of EDI-based and XML-based e-business frameworks
statistically. Since the comparison between EDI and XML is not straightforward, the
thesis studies the advantages and disadvantages of EDI and XML from the case-specific
and generic viewpoints. Publication (II) stresses the case-specific viewpoint and
publications (IV) and (V) concentrate on the generic viewpoint. Publication (V) also
analyzes the factors affecting the migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business
frameworks statistically.
Publication (II) demonstrates the CA that was able to exchange purchase order, purchase
order response and invoice documents as xCBL documents and order list and demand
forecast documents as XML documents over the Internet successfully, whereas
EDIFACT messages did not support the exchange of order list and demand forecast
documents in the industrial case. Since XML enables customized business documents
and the CA used the Internet instead of the VANs, the CA was more flexible to
implement and operate than EDI-based integration systems. Preliminary results
concerning XML-based supply chain integration show that within the industrial case the
use of the CA can provide cost savings in comparison to EDI-based supply chain
integration. Both implementation and operating costs seem to be lower for XML-based
than for EDI-based integration systems. This case-specific evidence is consistent with
four studies (Chiu and Chen 2005, Olson and Williams 2001, RosettaNet 2001, 2002b).
These studies point out that XML-based supply chain integration using RosettaNet can
provide flexibility and cost savings compared to EDI-based supply chain integration.
Compared to the prototype of Chiu and Chen (2005), the CA enables the use of HTTP
in addition to SMTP but does not support S/MIME. However, it is not completely clear
in the industrial case to what extent the flexibility and inexpensiveness are dependent on
the XML format and to what extent on the Internet, although publication (II) takes a
stand to both the technical and business aspects of XML-based supply chain integration.
Publication (IV) proves that SDOs have replaced the ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats
with the XML format in many industry-specific e-business frameworks. The use of
XML-based e-business frameworks has increased more than the use of EDI-based ebusiness frameworks and the use of XML-based e-business frameworks is more
common in the new market economies than in the old market economies. This generic
evidence challenges well-known findings presented in the economics of standards.
Based on a theoretical finding of Katz and Shapiro (1986) and an empirical finding of
David (1985), SDOs should be locked into the ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats in their
e-business frameworks and companies should be locked into EDI-based e-business
frameworks in general. Since this is not true, publication (IV) upholds to some extent
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the critical arguments of Liebowitz and Margolis (1990, 1995). Publication (IV) also
finds out that the existence of industry-specific e-business frameworks affects the use of
e-business frameworks in different industries. Since the number of XML-based crossindustry e-business frameworks is larger than the number of EDI-based cross-industry ebusiness frameworks, the companies are more uncertain about their business partners’
willingness to switch over to the same XML-based e-business framework than to stay in
the same EDI-based e-business framework. This is supported by a theoretical finding of
Farrell and Saloner (1985).
Publication (V) studies the impacts of EDI-based and XML-based e-business
frameworks on the adoption of e-business functions and the migration from EDI-based
to XML-based e-business frameworks in supply chain integration. Forman (2005), Hong
and Zhu (2006) and Zhu et al. (2003) analyze the adoption and Hong and Zhu (2006)
and Zhu et al. (2006) study the migration in e-business but these papers do not take into
account XML-based e-business frameworks. In contrast to Zhu et al. (2003), even
smaller companies adopt e-business functions if they have sufficient technological
capability. XML-based e-business frameworks seem play a more important role than
EDI-based e-business frameworks. Certain organizational characteristics, such as firm
size, have positive effects on the migration from EDI-based to XML-based e-business
frameworks. In contrast to Zhu et al. (2006), the VAN usage does not weaken the
companies’ intentions to migrate. Especially, companies that have adopted a large
number of e-business functions are willing to abandon EDI-based e-business
frameworks.

4.3 Further research
For further research, there are four important topics. Firstly, there is no need to develop
integration system prototypes to evaluate the basic XML technologies. Since there are
high hopes that Web Services and Semantic Web technologies will facilitate supply
chain integration (Ding et al. 2002, Staab et al. 2003), it is important to test and report
experiences from SOAP, UDDI, Web Services Definition Language (WSDL), Resource
Description Framework (RDF), RDS Schema (RDFS) and Web Ontology Language
(OWL) in the integration systems. How they support supply chain integration?
Secondly, in what kinds of situations supply chain integration with e-business
frameworks is most desirable. The challenge is identify the most critical business
processes and the most effective attributes. For example, RosettaNet studies (RosettaNet
2002b, RosettaNet Japan 2003) indicate that forecasting and order management are such
business processes in the electronics industry. Malone et al. (1987) emphasize the role
of ICT in situations characterized by asset specificity and product complexity.
Thirdly, there is available information on the properties of e-business frameworks.
However, more information on the standardization of e-business frameworks is
necessary. This can be achieved by a longitudinal analysis of a large number of ebusiness frameworks.
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Finally, a multiple case study can shed light to the technological, organizational and
economic factors affecting the benefits and costs of EDI-based and XML-based supply
chain integration. This study should include companies that have utilized only EDIbased e-business frameworks, only XML-based e-business frameworks and both EDIbased and XML-based e-business frameworks as well as companies that have replaced
EDI-based with XML-based e-business frameworks. On the other hand, a statistical
analysis of EDI-based and XML-based supply chain integration can also provide
valuable results. Following the idea of Massetti and Zmud (1996), this analysis requires
data on the diversity, breadth and depth of EDI-based and XML-based supply chain
integration in different industries (e.g. financial services) and countries (e.g. the US)
over several years.
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5 Conclusions
In the 1990s, the Internet, Java and XML opened up new possibilities of utilizing ICTs
in business. These possibilities are also related to supply chain integration, which
requires information sharing between business partners. If the business partners have
different kinds of business documents, business processes or information systems, it is
difficult to exchange the business documents in the business processes efficiently. The
business partners must have a shared understanding of their ways of doing business
before their information systems can be interoperable. The business partners have to
know what information they should share, when and how. This thesis aims to enhance
knowledge of the XML format, e-business frameworks and supply chain integration by
answering two research questions.
How do XML and e-business frameworks support supply chain integration? Supply
chain integration, especially exchange of business documents in business processes,
would be straightforward if all organizations understood the meanings for terms and
modes of operations similarly and had similar information systems in the supply chain.
The differences are costly but standardization can bring order into complexity and
uncertainty by reducing the variety. Data formats, such as ASC X12, EDIFACT and
XML, define data structures and data elements in general. Since business partners must
know what information should be shared when and how, the data formats are necessary
in syntactic interpretations but insufficient in semantic interpretations. Therefore, ebusiness frameworks are needed in information sharing within and between companies.
The e-business framework limits the syntax but extends the semantics of the data format
in the business context. XML-based e-business frameworks can specify business
documents as well as business processes and messaging.
An XML-based integration system prototype called CA supports the claim that XML
and basic XML technologies are very useful tools in supply chain integration. The CA
was designed and implemented using Java, DTD and XSLT and tested at ABB Control
and InCap Electronics. It was used in an industrial case for studying the properties of
XML-based integration systems from both the development and usage perspectives.
Within this industrial case, the CA fulfilled the functional requirements of supply chain
integration. The CA was also flexible to implement and use. Instead of the VAN, the
CA worked over the Internet. xCBL, an XML-based e-business framework, provided
basic business documents and XML enabled customized business documents that can be
validated by DTD and transformed by XSLT. In addition, the engine-processor
architecture together with XML-based configuration languages facilitated the
maintenance of the CA.
An analysis of 12 prominent XML-based e-business frameworks and their
standardization points out that these e-business frameworks are limitedly open and have
been mostly standardized in formal organizations. In addition, industry-specific ebusiness frameworks seem to be more comprehensive in their properties than crossindustry e-business frameworks. Software vendors prefer the standardization of cross-
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industry e-business frameworks, whereas users favor the standardization of industryspecific e-business frameworks. Software vendors seem to emphasize wider use and
users seem to stress deeper use.
Compared to EDI-based e-business frameworks, what kind of a role do XML-based ebusiness frameworks play in supply chain integration? EDI-based and XML-based
supply chain integration in the industrial case revealed that the business benefits of the
CA were highly case-specific but its use can provide cost savings in comparison to EDIbased integration systems. A new message type with EDIFACT was three to four times
more expensive to implement than a new kind of a business document with xCBL.
Therefore, the implementation costs seemed to be lower for XML-based than EDI-based
supply chain integration. When charges for the VAN were compared to those for the
Internet, the operating costs also seemed to be lower for XML-based than EDI-based
supply chain integration. However, it was not completely clear to what extent these cost
savings were attributable to the properties of the CA or, for example, how the VAN
operators price their services.
Based on 38 e-business frameworks, the ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats have retained
a strong position in cross-industry-document e-business frameworks but the XML
format has gained a significant footing in industry-specific e-business frameworks and
dominates in cross-industry-process e-business frameworks. The use of EDI-based and
XML-based cross-industry-document and industry-specific e-business frameworks in
7593 European companies points out that the use of XML-based e-business frameworks
has increased more than EDI-based e-business frameworks in 2004. The use of XMLbased e-business frameworks has become more common in the new market economies,
whereas the use of EDI-based e-business frameworks has remained more common in the
old market economies. In addition, XML-based e-business frameworks are more widely
used than EDI-based e-business frameworks in the industries for which there is an
XML-based but no EDI-based industry-specific e-business framework. In the other
industries, the situation is the opposite.
The adoption of e-business functions in 4570 European companies and the migration
from EDI-based to XML-based supply chain integration in 329 European companies
imply that technological factors are important in the adoption and organizational factors
in the migration. Not only companies with a large number of employees or highly
educated employees adopt e-business functions, although they are more willing to
migrate from EDI-based to XML-based e-business frameworks. XML-based e-business
frameworks seem to promote the adoption of e-business functions more than EDI-based
e-business frameworks. In addition, if a company uses an EDI-based e-business
framework over the VANs, this does not affect its intension to switch over to an XMLbased e-business framework. However, if the company has adopted a larger number of
e-business functions, it will more likely abandon EDI-based e-business frameworks.
In summary, XML and basic XML technologies, together with e-business frameworks,
provide a sound basis for supply chain integration. Both cross-industry and industryspecific e-business frameworks are important in supply chain integration. It is good to
remember that the properties of the e-business framework depend on the participants in
its standardization. Although the ASC X12 and EDIFACT formats are older non-
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proprietary standards than the XML format, there is no significant lock-in to the EDI
formats in e-business frameworks. Moreover, companies are not locked into EDI-based
e-business frameworks in general. In the short run, the XML and EDI formats are more
likely complements than substitutes. Companies will not abandon EDI in some
industries and countries until the uncertainty about XML is dispelled. However, XMLbased supply chain integration will be a superior alternative to EDI-based supply chain
integration in the long run. Firstly, XML-based e-business frameworks are often global,
whereas ASC X12-based e-business frameworks are indented for North America and
EDIFACT-based e-business frameworks for Europe. Secondly, EDI-based industryspecific e-business frameworks are mostly modified subsets of ASC X12 and
EDIFACT. Thirdly, most of XML-based e-business frameworks specify both business
documents and business processes. Fourthly, XML-based e-business frameworks seem
to support a larger number of e-business functions than EDI-based e-business
frameworks. XML alone does not remove all the integration problems. XML-based ebusiness frameworks can promote the achievement of a shared understanding that is
needed in supply chain integration.
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